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Abstract:
Microorganisms, and among those especially the bacteria, seldom have morphological characteristics
which would allow a quick and simple identification. The most commonly used technique to assess the
species composition of natural microbial communities relies on culturing the organisms, and
subsequent biochemical or physiological characterization. Unfortunately, microorganisms have very
diverse and very rigid growth requirements. Unless their environmental conditions are exactly
reproduced, the organisms will not grow in culture. Thus a large fraction of the naturally occurring
microorganisms might not have been isolated by culture-dependent approaches and the diversity of
microorganisms might be largely unknown. I have developed a novel technique allowing identification
of microorganisms from natural habitats directly, circumventing the inherently biasing nature of
culture-dependent techniques. The new approach makes use of a unique molecule which is found in
every living cell. This molecule, the 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA), can be used for the identification and
classification of the organisms. The 16S rRNA sequences retrieved from a natural community are
compared to 16S rRNA sequence collections. Sequences which do not match sequences from
previously isolated organisms indicate the presence of organisms which have escaped isolation by
culture-dependent methods. Further analysis of these 16S rRNA sequences from uncultured community
members allows the elucidation of their phytogeny, i.e. their relationship to other known
microorganisms. The 16S rRNA sequences were selectively retrieved by cloning of cDNA, synthesized
from RNA extracted from the community. Using a well-studied hot spring community as a model
system, it was demonstrated that the formerly isolated species comprise only a fraction of the
community. The presence of several unknown community members was revealed. Phylogenetic
analysis placed the retrieved 16S rRNA sequences into the known eubacterial phyla. Ten analyzed
sequences represented seven unique sequence types. Of these three sequences originated from
cyanobacteria, one from a green nonsulfur bacterium, and the remaining sequences are possibly from
two spirochetes and a proteobacterium. This work confirms the suspicion of many researchers in the
field that our knowledge of the naturally occurring microflora is rather limited. The definite proof of
the presence of uncultured organisms, together with information derived from the use of
oligonucleotide probes directed against 16S rRNA for in situ hybridization, could eventually lead to the
isolation of novel organisms. 
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ABSTRACT

Microorganisms, an<̂  among those especially the bacteria, seldom have iporphological 
characteristics which would allow a quick and simple identification. The most commonly used 
technique to assess the species composition of natural microbial communities relies on culturing the 
organisms, and subsequent biochemical or physiological characterization. Unfortunately, 
microorganisms have very diverse and very rigid growth requirements. Unless their environmental 
conditions are exactly reproduced, the organisms will not grow in culture. Thus a large fraction of the 
naturally occurring microorganisms might not have been isolated by culture-dependent approaches 
and the diversity of microorganisms might be largely unknown. I have developed a novel technique 
allowing identification of microorganisms from natural habitats directly, circumventing the inherently 
biasing nature of culture-dependent techniques. The new approach makes use of a unique molecule 
which is found in every living cell. This molecule, the 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA), can be used for 
the identification and classification of the organisms. The 16S rRNA sequences retrieved from a 
natural community are compared to 16S rRNA sequence collections. Sequences which do not match 
sequences from previously isolated organisms indicate the presence of organisms which have escaped 
isolation by culture-dependent methods. Further analysis of these 16S rRNA sequences from 
uncultured community members allows the elucidation of their phytogeny, i.e. their relationship to 
other known microorganisms. The 16S rRNA sequences were selectively retrieved by cloning of 
cDNA, synthesized from RNA extracted from the community. Using a well-studied hot spring 
community as a model system, it was demonstrated that the formerly isolated species comprise only 
a fraction of the community. The presence of several unknown community members was revealed. 
Phylogenetic analysis placed the retrieved 16S rRNA sequences into the known eubacterial phyla. Ten 
analyzed sequences represented seven unique sequence types. Of these three sequences originated 
from cyanobacteria, one from a green nonsulfur bacterium, and the remaining sequences are possibly 
from two spirochetes and a proteobacterium. This work confirms the suspicion of many researchers 
in the field that our knowledge of the naturally occurring microflora is rather limited. The definite 
proof of the presence of uncultured organisms, together with information derived from the use of 
oligonucleotide probes directed against 16S rRNA for in situ hybridization, could eventually lead to 
the isolation of novel organisms.
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INTRODUCTION

Description of Natural Microbial Communities

The field of microbial ecology suffers from the lack of methods for the description of a

microbial community in terms of its species composition as well as the numerical importance of the

community members. Unlike plants or animals in macrobiotic ecosystems, microorganisms, with few

exceptions, do not show distinctive morphological characteristics which would allow identification of

the species. Microscopic observations can be helpful in some instances but in general are only used

to confirm or strengthen a conclusion about the presence or dominance of a microorganism. Robert

Koch (1843-1910) was the first to realize the importance of a pure culture of a microbe in order to

characterize the organism biochemically. Ever since, cultivation and analysis of the biochemical

potential of microorganisms has been the preferred method for their identification and classification.

Sergei Winogradsky (1858-1953) refined this principle for ecological purposes by including selective

reagents into the culture medium to enrich particular physiological types of microorganisms. This

strategy of the "selective enrichment culture" is still the most widely used approach to obtain

information about the composition of microbial communities.

In 1987, Brock (10) attempted a critical evaluation of the field:

"During the past, twenty years, the real field of ecology, macroecology, that is, has 
grown up and matured. The field of microbiology has changed beyond all recognition.
But microbial ecology?"

He continues:

"...,many studies that pretend to be ecological are still using antiquated, discredited, 
or meaningless methods. Many studies are unfocused, or do not deal with important 
questions."

In his detailed look at the current state of microbial ecology, his major emphasis centers around the 

speculation that culture-dependent methods cannot retrieve all or even the most important community 

members. Determination of the full species diversity of a microbial community by the enrichment of
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physiological groups remains impossible. The reasons for this are manyfold. In order to reproduce an

organisms’ ecological niche, the investigator must be able to preconceive all the nutritional

requirements of the organism. Not only the physiological requirements of the cells are important but

also their physiological state. A viable but nonculturable stage in the life cycle of bacteria has

commonly been observed (59). On the other hand, dormant cells or cells not active in a habitat, into

which they might have been introduced by accident, can be grown on a suitable medium leading to

the erroneous conclusion that the organism is an important, active community member.

Many other microbiologists have pointed out that our view of the microbial world is heavily

biased by the culture-dependent methodology employed in the study of microbial habitats (I, 58, 73,

80, 96). To be able to understand the function of a complex ecosystem and the interactions among

community members, the structure of the ecosystem must be defined. Thus one of the most important

questions in microbial ecology still unanswered is: "Who lives and prospers in a given microbial

community?". The conclusion of a committee of microbiologists and microbial ecologists (89) was:

"...ecologically relevant characterization of the members of complex bacterial 
populations requires the identification of [new chemotaxonomic markers] in a 
burgeoning field of biochemical/molecular/genetic research."

Culture-independent Assessment of Natural Microbial Communities

Knowing about the shortcomings of the culture-dependent approaches, researchers have 

developed several alternative techniques using biomarkers to assess the community structure of 

microbial ecosystems. A biomarker is a molecule or a set of molecules which is characteristic for a 

specific organism or a group of organisms. Lipids for example have been used to infer the presence 

of microbial groups in selected habitats (55, 81, 83). A lipid spectrum from a natural population can 

indicate the presence of a community member provided it has been demonstrated that these particular 

compounds are exclusively synthesized by the organism in question. Since we suspect that only a small 

percentage of the extant microorganisms is in culture it is currently hard to prove that lipid 

biomarkers come from one particular source organism. Thus the presence of lipid biomarkers must
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be interpreted very carefully and considered group-specific at most. Cell surface antigens constitute 

another class of biomarkers. Antibodies against these markers can be species-specific (14) and have 

been used successfully in ecological studies (39,74). The disadvantage of this approach is the necessity 

to have the organism in pure culture in order to raise antibodies for a species-specific identification. 

Again we see that only organisms can be detected whose presence is preconceived by the investigator.

A biomarker that is species-specific, present in all organisms, and can be identified without 

prior culturing of the organisms would be desirable for an unbiased look at microbial ecosystems. A 

class of molecules which may come close to meeting these requirements resides in the protein- 

synthesizing machinery of every living cell. Ribosomal RNAs (rRNA) are an essential and functional 

component of the ribosome. Because of functional constraints some regions of the rRNA molecule 

have changed extremely slowly, while other regions have evolved much more rapidly (29). Due to the 

fast mutation in the variable regions most procaryotic species investigated have a unique rRNA 

sequence which can be used to identify the organism. The more conserved regions are very useful in 

phylogenetic analysis (22, 97) and for the alignment of the sequences which have to be compared in 

a position-by-position fashion (47). Another advantage of rRNA biomarkers is the fact that 

homologous molecules are easily identified by their sizes. There are small ribosomal subunit [SSU] 

rRNAs or 16S-like rRNAs, and large subunit [LSU] rRNAs or 23S-like and SS-Iike rRNAs. The 

rRNA genes (and the products thereof) also seem to be free of the artefacts of lateral gene transfer 

(68). All the above holds true for all the rRNAs including the 5S, the 16S, and the 23S rRNA (in 

procaryotes).

The general approach for using rRNA sequences in ecological studies has been developed by 

Pace and colleagues (Figure I.) (49, 54). A database of rRNA sequences from organisms in pure 

culture is established by sequencing isolated rRNA with the enzyme reverse transcriptase (36). rRNA 

sequences from the community members are retrieved and separated by cloning nucleic acids which 

code for the sequence. The sets of sequences can then be compared to reveal organisms which have 

formerly been isolated from the community and to demonstrate the presence of organisms not yet in
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Figure I. Overview of the 16S rRNA biomarker approach. rRNA sequences obtained 
from the natural community by cloning (left side) are compared to a collection of 
16S rRNA sequences (database) from organisms in pure culture. Known organisms 
are identified through sequence identity.

culture. The sequence information of the non-cultured organisms can be used in phylogenetic analysis 

or to construct specific oligonucleotide probes for autecological studies (16, 25, 71). In addition such 

sequences will aid in the development of a universal phytogeny since phylogenetic analysis has so far 

been limited to sequences from organisms in laboratory culture. The obvious bias against organisms 

which live in a symbiotic or parasitic relationship, and are therefore more difficult to culture, can be 

overcome by the inclusion of novel sequences retrieved from un-cultured species (53). At a time when 

sequencing of long RNA molecules was still a problem the short 5S rRNA molecule found application 

as a biomarker in ecological investigations (54, 70, 72). The emphasis has now been shifted to the
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16S rRNA, since longer sequences allow statistically more valid comparisons (54). The 23S rRNA 

would increase the power of resolution even further but due to its length full sequence determination 

remains difficult and the number of known and compiled sequences (i.e. database) is currently very 

limited.

Two studies of relatively simple communities demonstrate the power of the use of the 

16S rRNA biomarker. In one investigation of sulfur-oxidizing endosymbionts of marine invertebrates 

the 16S rRNA was directly sequenced with reverse transcriptase from bacteria purified from the 

invertebrate gut tissue (18). The approach was successful since in each case one endosymbiont was 

so dominant that rRNA sequencing resulted in a nonambiguous sequencing gel pattern. The 

phylogenetic analysis of the partial sequences resulted in the placement of the endosymbionts in two 

clusters within the gamma-subdivision of the phylum proteobacteria (formerly the gamma-group of 

the "purple bacteria" [69]). In the second study the 16S rRNA genes of endosymbiotic bacteria were 

cloned after restriction endonuclease digestion of DNA isolated from whole pea aphids and excision 

of the DNA bands which hybridized with a eubacterial 16S rRNA probe (77). Two different 

16S rRNA gene-bearing recombinants were recovered from two procaryotic intracellular symbionts' 

which were again shown to belong to the gamma-subdivision of the proteobacteria.

The original approach to the analysis of complex communities was to retrieve 16S rRNA 

genes by shotgun cloning DNA obtained from the environment (54). Even though this proposal was 

put forth in 1986, no data have yet been published of shotgun-cloned 16S rRNA sequences. Only one 

paper reports the isolation of DNA suitable for the construction of recombinant libraries from a more 

complex environmental sample (23); the recovery of rRNA gene-bearing recombinants is not 

mentioned. One of the major limitations of shotgun-cloning is the need to screen thousands of 

recombinants to find a representative number of 16S rRNA genes, as these comprise only a small 

percentage of the total genes in such a library (40). My preliminary work may demonstrate this point 

(Table I). Shotgun cloned DNA libraries were prepared with DNA isolated either from a natural 

microbial mat community (Nymph Creek Cyanidium mat) or from a pure culture of the



archaebacterium Thermoplasma acidophilum. Extensive hybridization screening finally lead to the 

recovery of a single 16S rRNA gene bearing recombinant clone from the T. acidophilum library. A 

16S rRNA gene bearing recombinant from the natural community could not be found after screening 

of approximately 100,000 recombinants. Shotgun cloning is further complicated by the fact that the 

genes of abundant community members will outnumber the genes of other community members. A 

more selective cloning of only the 16S rRNA sequences would definitely increase the range of 

applications of this very powerful biomarker method, especially allowing the analysis of complex 

microbial communities with a large number of unique community members.

Table I. Screening of shotgun cloned DNA libraries

DNA library Approximate number of 
recombinants screened

16S rDNA-bearing 
recombinants recovered

T. acidophilum 30,000 I

Nymph Creek
Cvanidium mat 100,000 0

(Weller and Ward, unpublished results).

The development of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (61) has allowed the million-fold 

amplification of specific genes. Amplification of the gene of interest before cloning can substantially 

reduce the screening effort required to locate the right clones. PCR has been used to recover 

16S rRNA genes from organisms where the recovery of large amounts of DNA for cloning is difficult 

or impossible (43). Amplification of 16S rRNA genes from a marine picoplankton community has also 

been achieved (24). The fact that procaryotic organisms have different and usually unknown numbers 

of rRNA coding regions in conjunction with the non-linear amplification process, may make a 

quantitative analysis of the community structure with the PCR-based approach impossible.

I have decided to develop another selective cloning strategy, based on the synthesis of 

complementary DNA (cDNA) from 16S rRNA for the following reasons:
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1) Rather than amplifying the rRNA gene in vitro, the method makes use of the 
natural multiple transcription of the gene in the cell during the synthesis of 
ribosomes.

2) Each rRNA template can be used only one time for the synthesis of cDNA, thus 
preserving a record of the abundance of the rRNA sequence type. This abundance 
of 16S rRNA in a community is a function of the numerical importance of the 
organisms and their growth rate, and thus might give an indication of the protein 
synthetic capacity of the species.

An outline of the cloning strategy is shown in Figure 2. The method is based on cDNA 

synthesis from rRNA (35). Specific priming of cDNA synthesis requires only the isolation of total 

RNA from a cell lysate. The selectivity of the method is achieved by the use of an oligonucleotide 

complementary to a highly conserved region (36) within the 16S rRNA molecule as a primer. Only 

molecules which possess this region will serve as templates for the. synthesis of cDNA. This specific 

priming is the basis for the selective retrieval of the 16S rRNA biomarker sequence. Under optimal 

conditions this results in the synthesis of a cDNA strand (16S rcDNA or rcDNA) which preserves the 

sequence of more than 90% of each 16S rRNA molecule. The second strand of the cDNA is made 

against the first strand by the use of Escherichia coli DNA polymerase I. Next a homopolymer tail 

consisting of dcoxycytidine is synthesized onto the double-stranded 16S rcDNA. The rcDNA is 

annealed to a cloning vector with a complementary oligo-(dG) tail and transformed into E, coli. The 

use of cloning vectors with antibiotic resistance genes allows only recombinant cells to form colonies 

on a medium with the appropriate antibiotic. The formation of a PstI restriction endonuclease 

recognition site upon insertion of the oligo-(dC) tailed rcDNA makes a size analysis of the cloned 

rcDNAs possible.

Even though the approach described above does work very well several theoretical and 

practical considerations lead me to develop a second protocol for the synthesis of 16S rcDNA.

1) Posttranscriptional modifications of nucleotides of 16S rRNA molecules close to 
the priming region, or a high degree of secondary structure, might prevent efficient 
readthrough of the reverse transcriptase resulting in short rather than long rcDNA 
sequences.

2) It has not been established whether small subunit rRNAs from all natural 
occurring organisms do contain the conserved region required for specific priming.
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3) In mitochondria, which could be considered highly specialized endosymbionts, 
noncontinuous SSU rRNAs have been discovered (28). It might very well be the case 
that other symbiotic organisms have evolved a similar SSU rRNA structure. This is 
an important consideration for the broad application of the cDNA approach to a 
wide variety of natural microbial communities.

In the second protocol random hexanucleotides are used to initiate cDNA synthesis at random along 

all molecules present in the reaction (60). The retrieved rcDNA molecules are on average smaller 

than the longest rcDNAs primed with the specific primer. This disadvantage however might well be 

outweighed by the unbiased recovery of SSU rRNA sequences. To restrict cDNA synthesis to 16S-like 

rRNAs the RNA has to be extracted from small ribosomal subunits (Figure 3).

The Octopus Spring Cyanobacterial Mat Community

To develop and test these molecular approaches to evaluating the composition of a microbial 

community it was decided to investigate a thoroughly-studied hot spring cyanobacterial mat 

community, found in Octopus Spring. Geothermal habitats are very stable throughout the seasons 

which might result in only minor fluctuations in the species composition of the microbial ecosystem. 

Alkaline geothermal springs are much more stable than acidic ones (8) and thus lend themselves 

better to long term investigations. The relatively high temperatures exclude higher life forms and limit 

the number of species adapted to the environment (9). No grazing eucaryotes are observed in the 

Octopus Spring mat and no evidence points at the presence of eucaryotic microbes.

Octopus Spring, in the earlier work called pool A, is located in the White Creek area in 

Yellowstone National Park (YNP), Wyoming (19). At the source the geothermally heated, slightly 

alkaline (pH 8.1) water emerges with a temperature of 92°C. The water cools rapidly in the shoulder 

areas of the pool and at temperatures between 42 to about 72°C a dark green cyanobacterial mat 

develops. The species composition as it has been determined by traditional methods (enrichment 

cultures and microscopy) is given in Table 2. The mat is laminated with an uppermost green layer 

(0.2-1.0 mm) where mostly phototrophic mat-building organisms are thought to thrive (19). 

Svnechococcus lividus, a cyanobacterium, has been identified in the mat by microscopic observation
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Figure 3. Comparison of random priming and specific priming approaches for 
selective cDNA synthesis from 16S rRNA. While total cellular RNA can be used in 
the presence of a specific primer which brings about the selectivity, 16S-like rRNA 
has to be obtained from the small ribosomal subunit to assure exclusive synthesis of 
16S rcDNA when random priming is employed.

of its fairly "unique" morphology and characteristic autofluorescence of the cells’ chlorophyll a. The 

cell density has been estimated, again by microscopic means, to be IO10 cells per milliliter (5). A green 

nonsulfur bacterium, Chloroflexus aurantiacus. stabilizes the mat due to its filamentous morphology. 

Observations made with a Chlorofexus-specific immunological probe (74) indicate that the abundance 

of C  aurantiacus is also quite high. The same study indicates that Chloroflcxus is not the sole 

filamentous organisms in the photic zone of the mat, since filaments of different widths are observed 

and not all of these react with the antibody. One strain of C  aurantiacus (Y-400) has been isolated 

from the study site (M. T. Madigan, personal communication). In the deeper layers (1-4 mm) of the 

cyanobacteria! mat mostly moribund S. Iividus (as judged by absence of autofluorescence in the cells), 

C  aurantiacus filaments, and the aerobic planctomycete bacterium Isosphaera pallida (formerly 

misclassified as a cyanobacterium, Isocvstis spp.l are reported. The latter can be recognized
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(Green Nonsulfur Phylum)

High3

Thermus aquaticus Aerobic Heterotrophic 
Eubacterium
(Thermus/Deinococcus Phylum)

Unkownb

Isosphaera pallida Aerobic Heterotrophic 
Eubacterium 
(Planctomycete Phylum)

High3

Thermomicrobium roseum Aerobic Heterotrophic 
Eubacterium
(Green Nonsulfur Phylum)

Moderate0

Thermobacteroides acetoethvlicus Anaerobic Fermentative
Eubacterium
(Gram Positive Phylum)

Highd
(ca. IO7HiV1)

Thermoanaerobium brockii Anaerobic Fermentative
Eubacterium
(Gram Positive Phylum)

Lowe

Thermoanaerobacter ethanolicus Anaerobic Fermentative
Eubacterium
(Gram Positive Phylum)

Unknownb

Clostridium thermohvdrosulfuricum Anaerobic Fermentative
Eubacterium
(Gram Positive Phylum)

LoWe
(ClO3Hli"1)

Clostridium thermosulfurogenes Anaerobic Fermentative
Eubacterium
(Gram Positive Phylum)

Lowe
(< IO3mL1)

Thermodesulfobacterium commune Sulfate-reducing Eubacterium 
(Novel Phytogeny)

Unknownb

Methanobacterium Methanogenic Bacterium Highd
thermoautotrophicum (Archaebacterium) (ca. IO7mL1)

a Direct microscopic observation 
b Enriched from undiluted sample 
c Suggested by lipid analysis (83) 
d Enriched from highly diluted sample 
e Enriched from low dilution samples

(modified from [84]).
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microscopically due to its "unique" morphology (19). The only other aerobic organism, Thermus 

aquaticus, has been cultured from Octopus Spring from an undiluted sample (11). Since no attempt 

has been made to grow T. aquaticus from a diluted sample, which would allow an estimate of its 

abundance (by dilution to extinction), its numerical importance is unclear.

More is known about the anaerobic decomposition of the ipqt (82) and the organisms carrying 

out these processes. Thermobacteroides acetoethvlicus was isolated from a high dilution sample (6, 

101), indicating that this obligately anaerobic fermentative bacterium may be an important 

decomposer. Other fermentative bacteria, like Thermoanaerobium brockii. Thermoanaerobacter 

ethanolicus, Clostridium thermohvdrosulfuricum. and C  thermosulfurogenes might be less important, 

since they have only been isolated by low-dilution enrichment (63,94, 95,101,103). The fermentation 

products of the anaerobic chemoorganotrophic bacteria may be used by either acetogenic bacteria, 

sulfate-reducing bacteria, or methanogenic bacteria (88). Sulfate reduction seems to play a role in the 

decomposition of the mat (19), even though the concentration of sulfate is low (84), and 

methanogenesis should dominate sufur reduction (82). The only sulfate reducing bacterium known 

to inhabit the mat is Thermodesulfobacterium commune (102), which has been enriched from 

undiluted samples. A methanogenic archaebacterium, Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum, has 

been isolated from the Octopus Spring mat (62) and methanogens have been detected microscopically 

due to the green autofluorescence of the coenzymes characteristic for this group of organisms. Since 

M. thermoautotrophicum has been isolated from a high-dilution sample the abundance is estimated 

to be on the order of IO7 cells per milliliter (62, 101).

The presence of several other organisms in the mat has been suggested. Doemel et al. (19) 

report the presence of a filamentous cyanobacterium similar to Pseudoanabaena. The photosynlheiic 

bacterium "Heliothrix oregonesis" is another filamentous organism which could be an Octopus Spring 

community member (84). This organism does not grow axenically and has only been obtained as a co

culture with L pallida. 5S rRNA sequence analysis suggested a relationship between "H. oregonensis" 

and C  aurantiacus (56). Lipid bioiparkers, specifically mono; an# bicyclic biphytanyl ethers, indicate
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the possible presence of a sulfur-dependent archaebacterium (81). A nonphotosynthetic green 

nonsulfur bacterium (defined phylogenetically [50]), Thermomicrobium roseum. synthesizes very 

characteristic long-chain diols, which have been detected in the mat (83). None of these bacteria have 

yet been cultured from this habitat.

There are other reasons to study the Octopus Spring cyanobacteria I mat. Thermophilic 

environments are of interest since they might harbor novel organisms which can be exploited in 

biotechnological processes (46,90). Novel organisms are also of profound interest for the evolutionary 

disciplines (9, 53, 97). Geochemists and paleobiologists consider the laminated mats to be modern 

equivalents of the ancient, fossilized stromatolites (85).

In summary, the Octopus Spring cyanobacteria! mat combines several features which make 

the microbial habitat an attractive model system. The community is very stable, and microbiologically 

well characterized, although several community members including the mat-building cyanobacterium 

have only been suggested on the ground of microscopic observations. Information about organisms 

isolated from the mat, or observed in the mat allowed our laboratory to construct a sequence database 

(3, 4, 86) against which we can compare sequences directly retrieved from the habitat. Once more 

reliable information about the composition of the Octopus Spring mat community has been gained 

with culture-independent approaches, our knowledge about physiological processes should allow a 

better interpretation and integration of all results from this community.

Objectives

1) The major goal was to develop culture-independent methods for the description 
of the species composition of microbial communities based on specific retrieval of 
16S rRNA sequences.

2) The methods were used to test the hypothesis that traditional culture-dependent 
approaches have not completely described the microflora of a well-studied microbial 
community found in Octopus Spring, Yellowstone National Park. 16S rRNA 
sequences from pure cultured organisms, enriched from the cyanobacterial mat, were 
compared to 16S rRNA sequences directly retrieved from the community.
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3) The phytogeny of the community members, whose sequences were recovered, was 
established.

4) The methods were also applied to the selective cloning of 16S rRNA sequences 
from an organism, thought to be a possible Octopus Spring cyanobacterial mat 
community member. This organism, "Heliothrix oregoncnsis". can currently only be 
grown in a coculture with the planctomycete bacterium Isosphaera pallida. This 
makes reverse transcriptase sequencing of its 16S rRNA, for inclusion in the 
sequence database, impossible.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

General Protocols

Neutral and alkaline gel analysis of the reaction products of cDNA synthesis, analysis of RNA 

on formaldehyde-agarose gels, and restriction enzyme digests were performed according to standard 

protocols (40). Several strategies which were followed to guard against RNase activity in the work with 

RNA are described by Blumberg (7).

Isolation and Purification of RNA 

Collection of Samples and Lysis of Cells

Samples from Octopus Spring were taken from the shoulder area where the temperature is 

about 55°C. For the rcDNA libraries OS-I and OS-II the top I cnt was collected. To collect mostly 

phototrophic community members only the top 2 mm were used for the library OS-Ill. Since all 

physiological processes occur in the top 5 mm (84), only the top 5 mm were collected for the libraries 

OS-V L and OS-VI L. For enzymatic lysis of the cells the mat sample was homogenized in the field 

in a Wheaton tissue grinder in lysis buffer (10 mM Tris [pH 7.6], 0.5 M NaCl, 1% sodium dodecyl 

sulfate [SDS], 30 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid [EDTA]). Proteinase K (Boehringer Mannheim 

Biochemicals, Indianapolis, IN [BMB]) was added to a concentration of 60 pg/ml; the homogenate 

was incubated at SO0C for 20 minutes and then mixed with phenol-chloroform-isoamylalcohol 

(25:24:1) to stop all enzymatic activities. This mixture was placed on dry ice, transported to the 

laboratory, and stored at -70°C until needed.

Alternatively the sample was immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen, placed on dry ice, 

transported to the laboratory, and stored as above. For mechanical cell disruption the sample was 

thawed out, ground with mortar and pestle in either lysis buffer (for extraction of total cellular RNA) ■ 

or ribosome buffer (for isolation of ribosomes, see below), and subjected to 2 cycles through the
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French Press minicell at 20,000 psi.

E. coli strain Q 358 was grown to late logarithmic growth phase in Luria broth (40) and 

collected by centrifugation at 8,000 x g in a GSA rotor (DuPont Company, Sorvall products, 

Wilmington, DE [Sorvall]) at 4°C in a Sorvall RC-5B centrifuge. The cells were lysed in a Tris buffer 

with lysozyme (10 mM Tris [pH 7.6], 100 mM NaCl, I mM EDTA with 5 mg lysozyme per ml) before 

phenol extraction of bulk RNA. Ribosomal RNA extracted from the small subunit of E. coli strain 

MRE 600 ribosomes was a gift from Jennifer Weller (University of Montana). A cell pellet of a pure 

culture of Thermoplasma acidophilum was kindly provided by Tom Langworthy (University of South 

Dakota). The cells were lysed by resuspension in buffer (20 mM Tris [pH 7.8], 25 mM MgCl2, 40 mM 

NaCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.01% (v/v) Triton X-100) prior to RNA extraction and gel purification of 

16S rRNA (see below). A cell pellet of a coculture of ''Heliothrix oregonensis" with Isosphaera pallida 

was provided by Stephen Giovannoni and Richard Castenholz (University of Oregon). These cells 

were lysed in the French Press at 20,000 psi (D. M. Ward, unpublished results) before extraction of 

RNA. Total cellular RNA from S. Iividus and C  aurantiacus was prepared by Mary Bateson (Montana 

State University) by French Press lysis and phenol extraction.

Extraction and Purification of RNA

The extraction of RNA from the cell lysates was essentially as described by Marmur (41). A 

treatment with the insoluble polymer polyvinylpolypyrrolidone (PVPP) (Sigma Chemical Co., St. 

Louis, MO [Sigma]) was necessary to remove compounds which copurified with the RNA and 

inhibited cDNA synthesis. A 2 ml volume of a diethylpyrocarbonate (DEPC) (Sigma) treated slurry 

of about 25 g PVPP in 100 ml STE buffer (10 mM Tris [pH 7.6], 100 mM NaCl, I mM EDTA) was 

added to 10 ml of the aqueous supernatant of the first phenol extraction (78). After incubation at 

room temperature for I hour, the PVPP was removed by centrifugation. After two chloroform- 

isoamylacohol (24:1) extractions the nucleic acids were precipitated (79), resuspended in DNase buffer 

(10 mM Tris [pH 7.6], 10 mM MgCl2, 2 mM CaCl2) and incubated at 37°C in the presence of 50 pg 

DNaseI (BMB) per milliliter for 15 minutes. The DNase was removed by two chloroform extractions
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and the nucleic acids were ethanol precipitated. The RNA was further purified on a Qiagen column 

(Qiagen, Inc., Studio City, CA [Qiagen]) according to the suppliers’ instructions. E. coli RNA 

obtained either as total cellular RNA or from ribosomal subunits, was prepared for cDNA synthesis 

by precipitating in 2 M NaCl (52), washing with 80% ethanol, and resuspending in DEPC-treated 

water.

Purification of 16S rRNA on Urea-Agarose Gels

About 100 ng of T1 acidophilum RNA was separated on a 1% agarose gel (Seakem GTG 

agarose, FMC Bio Products, Rockland, ME) containing 6 M urea and 0.025 M sodium citrate buffer 

(pH 3.5). The RNA species were visualized by UV-shadowing, and the 16S rRNA band was excised. 

The gel piece was melted completely at 80°C, the agarose diluted to less than 0.1% with Qiagen 

absorption buffer (50 mM 3-[N-morpholino]propane-sulfonic acid [MOPS], 400 mM NaCl) preheated 

to 80°C, and the mixture was cooled on ice for several minutes. Resolidified agarose was collected by 

centrifugation and the supernatant was applied to a preequilibrated Qiagen column. Further 

purification and elution of the 16S rRNA was according to the Qiagen instructions.

Isolation of Ribosomes and Small Subunit RNA

Cells were lysed in ribosome buffer (20 mM Tris [pH 7.4], 150 mM KC1, 15 mM MgCI2, 

2 mM dilhiothreitol [DTT]) by passage through the French Press, and the cellular debris was removed 

by centrifugation at 48,000 x g (SS-34 rotor [Sorvall], in a Sorvall RC-5B) at 4°C for I hour. The 

cleared supernatant was layered over a 40% sucrose cushion (w/w, in ribosome buffer, the cushion 

comprised about 20% of the volume of the centrifuge tube) and spun for 2.2 hours at 370,000 x g in 

a Ti75 rotor (Beckman Instruments Inc., Irvine, CA [Beckman]), in a Beckman L8-70 ultracentrifuge 

at 4°C, to collect the ribosomes in the sucrose cushion. The uppermost layer and the interphase 

heavily laden with pigments were discarded, while the resuspended pellet and the sucrose layer were 

diluted with ribosome buffer, and reloaded onto a 40% sucrose cushion. To pellet the ribosomes, 

centrifugation was carried out at 370,000 x gat 4°C for 17 hours in a Ti75 rotor. The ribosome pellet
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was resuspended in 30/50 buffer (20 mM Tris [pH 7.4], 100 mM KC1, 1.5 mM MgCl2) and stored at - 

70°C. To separate the small ribosomal subunit from the large subunit about 200 pg ribosomes were 

loaded onto a 5-30% (w/w, in 30/50 buffer) suerose gradient and centrifuged at 250,000 x g at 4°C for 

2.5 hours in a SW50.1 rotor in a Sorvall OTD 65B ultracentrifuge. Between 18 and 20 fractions of 

250 pi were collected and their absorbance at 260 nm was determined. The fractions containing either 

the 50S or 30S ribosomal subunits were pooled and the RNA was extracted with phenol-chloroform 

as described. For cDNA synthesis the RNA was purified on a Qiagen column.

cDNA Synthesis

Priming with a Specific Oligonucleotide fC-primer)

To 5-10 pg of purified RNA in DEPC-treated water, 1.1 pi of 0.1 M methyl mercury (II) 

hydroxide (Alfa Products, Morton Thiokol, Inc. Division, Danvers, MA) was added to reduce 

secondary structure in the template. After 10 minutes at room temperature, 2 pi of 0.7 M 2- 

mcrcaploelhanol was mixed in to quench the methyl mercury. About I pg of a synthetic 

oligonucleotide, complementary to nucleotides 1392-1406 in the E. coli 16S rRNA sequence (this is 

termed C-primer, kindly provided by Walter E. Hill, University of Montana), and 20 pi of DEPC- 

treated water were added and the primer was annealed to the template by raising the temperature to 

80°C for 2 minutes and allowing the mixture to slowly cool for 10 minutes. cDNA synthesis was 

performed with a cDNA synthesis system (Bethesda Research Laboratories, Gaithersburg, MD 

[BRL]), except that the first strand reaction products were extracted with phenol-chloroform and 

ethanol precipitated before second-strand synthesis. Also, second strand synthesis for the recombinant 

libraries OS-III, OS-V, and OS-VI were carried out in the presence of 5 units of E. coli ligase (BMB), 

and second-strand reaction products were treated with DNase-free RNase A (BRL) to digest residual 

RNA. The final reaction products were ethanol precipitated and purified on a Qiagen column. For 

alkaline gel analysis of the reaction products about 4 pCi 35S-Iabeled a-thio dATP (Du Pont 

Company, New England Nuclear Research Products, Boston, MA [NEN]) were included in either the
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first- or second-strand reaction. Alkaline agarose gels with radiolabeled cDNA reaction products were 

dried for 40 minutes in a Model SE 1160 gel dryer (Hoefer Scientific Instruments, San Francisco, CA 

[Hoefcr]) and exposed to X-OMat AR film (Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, NY [Kodak]) for 

autoradiography.

Random Priming with Hexanucleotides

To 4-5 pg of purified small subunit RNA in 13 pi of DEPC-treated water 20-25 pg of 

deoxyhexanucleotides (Pharmacia LKB Biotechnology Inc., Piscataway, NJ [Pharmacia]) were added. 

The mixture was held at 95°C for 2 minutes and was immediately transferred to the 37°C waterbath. 

A premixed reaction cocktail consisting of BRL RT-buffer,,nucleotide mix, and Moloney-Murine 

Leukemia Virus (M-MLV) reverse transcriptase was added for a 25 pi reaction volume and the 

reaction was allowed to proceed for 45 minutes. The reaction products were extracted with phenol- 

chloroform, precipitated with ethanol and subjected to a second-strand synthesis reaction as described 

above.

Cloning of cDNA

Size Fractionation of cDNA Products

Prior to cloning the rcDNA from the respective libraries OS-V and OS-VI were subjected to 

size fractionation in order to reduce the screening effort for long rcDNA inserts. The rcDNA was 

loaded onto a 10 x 0.6 cm Sephacryl S-400 (Pharmacia) column equilibrated with STE buffer (pH 7.8). 

Fractions (200 pi) were collected and a portion of each was gel analyzed. The fractions containing the 

cDNA of appropriate size were concentrated by ethanol precipitations. For this study only the high 

molecular weight fraction was tailed and cloned as described below.

Tailing of cDNA and Vector DNA

The conditions for the tailing of double-stranded cDNA or vector DNA were optimized such 

that all possible 3’-ends of the DNAs could be tailed with either deoxycytidine or deoxyguanidine to 

a length of 10-20 residues per 3’-end. cDNA (200 ng) or vector pGEM -3Zf(+) DNA (Promega
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Corporation, Madison, WI) (400 ng), cut with the restriction enzyme PstI were treated Ibr 2-4 minutes 

at 37°C with 25 units of terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (BMB) in the presence of 10 pM dNTP 

(dCTP for the cDNA and dGTP for pGEM -3Zf(+)) in the buffer recommended by BMB. The 

reaction was stopped by the addition of 2 pi of 0.1 M EDTA and heat inactivation of the enzyme for 

5 minutes at 65°C. The reaction products were extracted with phenol-chloroform, purified on a 

Sephacryl S-400 column in STE buffer (pH 8.0), and precipitated overnight with isopropanol at room 

temperature. The pelleted DNAs were resuspended in 10 pi TE-3 buffer (10 mM Tris [pH 7.6], ImM 

EDTA).

Annealing and Transformation

The tailed cDNA was annealed either to the commercially obtained poly(dG)-tailed plasmid 

vector pBR322 (BRL), or to the poly(dG)-tailed plasmid vector pGEM -3Zf(+) by incubating at 65°C 

for 5 minutes and then at 57°C for 2 hours in annealing buffer (40). To achieve a final concentration 

of I ng DNA/pl, found optimal for transformation, about 40 ng of cDNA and 60 ng of vector DNA 

(molar excess of cDNA) were incubated in a total volume of 100 pi. The annealed DNAs were stored 

at -20°C until transformation could be performed. Transformation of E. coli DHSa (BRL) with 5 pi 

of the annealed DNAs was done as recommended by BRL. The transformed cells were plated onto 

solid LB-medium (40) supplemented with either 12.5 pg/ml of tetracycline (Sigmal Chemical Co., St. 

Louis, MO [Sigma]) (for cloning in pBR322), or 50 pg/ml ampicillin (Sigma) (for cloning in pGEM - 

3Zf(+)). Before plating the cells transformed with pGEM -3Zf(+) 70 pi of Bluo-Gal (BRL) (20 

mg/ml in dimethylformamide) and 15 pi of isopropylthio-B-galactoside (BRL) (100 mM) were spread 

onto the agar plates to distinguish clones with insert rcDNA from clones without inserts by means 

of the a-complementation system (44).

cDNA Libraries

In the course of the study several cDNA libraries were prepared (Table 3). They differ in the 

source of the RNA, the lysis of cells, the extraction of the RNA, the priming approach, and the
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cloning vector used. The library OS-IV was prepared with cDNA of unknown molecular structure and 

was not analyzed; it js not listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Characteristics of the recombinant libraries prepared for this study.

Designation Source Material Lysis Method Template RNA Primer Plasmid

OS-I Octopus Spring 
mat, top I cm

Enzymatic lysis 
(proteinase K)

Total RNA 1392-1406 pBR322

OS-Il Octopus Spring 
mat, top I cm

Enzymatic lysis 
(proteinase K)

Total RNA 1392-1406 pBR322

OS-III Octopus Spring 
mat, top 2 mm

French Pressure 
Cell

Total RNA 1392-1406 pBR322

OS-V L1 Octopus Spring 
mat, top 5 mm

French Pressure 
Cell

SSU rRNA 1392-1406 pGEM2

OS-VI L1 Octopus Spring 
mat, top 5 mm

French Pressure 
Cell

SSU rRNA Random
Hexamers

pGEM

Iso/FI Isosphacra/
"Heliothrix"
coculture

French Pressure 
Cell

Total RNA 1392-1406 pBR322 or 
pGEM

E1 coli E1 coli 
cell pellet

lysozyme and 
NaOH

Total RNA 1392-1406 pBR322

1 rcDNA was size fractionated before cloning. L stands for long inserts.
2 pGEM -3Zf(+)

Analysis of Recombinant Libraries 

Preparation of Hybridization Probes

RNAs isolated from E. coli and T1 acidophilum according to standard protocols (41) were 

separated on a denaturing polyacrylamide-urea gel (40). The band corresponding to the 16S rRNA 

was excised, twice equilibrated in 5 ml of bicarbonate buffer (50 mM NaHCO3, 2 mM Na2CO3, 1 mM 

EDTA [pH 9.0]) on ice for 1.5 hours and incubated at 90°C for 45 minutes to cause limited alkaline
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hydrolysis. 16S rRNA fragments were eluted in I ml of I M Tris hydrochloride (pH 7.4) and 5 ml of 

Maxam-Gilbert buffer (0.5 M ammonium acetate, 10 mM MgCl2, I mM EDTA, 04% SDS) by 

rotating the mixture at 4°C overnight. The slurry was filtered (filler 591-A; Schleicher and Schucll, 

Inc., Keene, NH) to remove gel particles, and the fragments were precipitated with ethanol at -20°C. 

The 16S rRNA fragments were labeled with photoactivatable biotin (Clontech Laboratories, Inc., Palo 

Alto, CA) and purified as recommended by Clontech. For the preparation of a "phototroph" probe, 

for the detection of "H, oregonensis" 16S rcDNA bearing recombinants in the Iso/FI library, total 

cellular RNA extracted from S. Iividus and C. aurantiacus was labeled with photoactivatable biotin. 

Biotinylated lambda restriction fragments, for use as size markers on alkaline agarose gels, were 

labeled likewise.

Hybridization Probing

DNA was bound to nitrocellulose fillers (Schleicher & Schuell, Inc., Keene, NH) by either 

Southern blotting (66) or colony lifts (31). The filters were prehybridized for 6 hours in hybridization. 

buffer (0.75 M NaCl, 50 mM Na2PO4 [pH 6.8), 50% deionized formamide, 5 mM EDTA, 0.5% SDS, 

10 pg of poly(A) per ml [Schwarz/Mann Biotech, Cleveland, OH], IOX Denhafdt solution [as 

described in reference 40 except that bovine serum albumin was omitted]) before addition of 50-100 

ng/ml biotinylated probe. Hybridization occurred overnight in a water bath initially set at 60°C, which 

was allowed to slowly cool to room temperature. The filters were washed for 15 minutes each in the 

presence of 0.1% SDS in 2x SSC (lx SSC is 0.15 M NaCl plus 0.015 M sodium citrate) at roont 

temperature, then in lx SSC at room temperature. The final wash temperature in O.lx SSC depended 

on the probe and the desired target of the hybridization. For hybridization to all 16S rRNA-derived . 

sequences the temperature was 55°C; for hybridization to sequences from related organisms (phylum- 

specific probing) the temperature was 75°C. Detection of the biotinylated probes with an avidin- 

alkaline phosphatase conjugate was as recommended by Clontech.
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Preparation of Plasmid DNA

Well isolated recombinant colonies were inoculated into either 10 ml LB-mcdium (miniprcp) 

or 250 ml LB-mcdium (midiprcp) supplemented with the appropriate antibiotic (sec above) and 

incubated overnight at 37°C. The cells were harvested by centrifugation (I. minute at 12,000 x g in a 

microfuge at room temperature or 10 minutes at 6,000 x g at 4°C in a Sorvall RC-5B, GSA rotor) and 

resuspended in the appropriate lysis buffer. For the isolation of small amounts of plasmid DNA for 

screening of the recombinant libraries a miniprep was performed by the rapid boiling method (34). 

Further purification was achieved by precipitation with cetyl-trimethyl ammonium bromide 

(Sigma)(IV). For sequencing, plasmid DNA was isolated and purified with the Qiagen <Plasmid> Kit 

following instructions provided.

Sequencing

Scqpencing of cloned rcDNAs in plasmid vectors was performed according to the protocol 

supplied with the enzyme Sequenase (United Stales Biochemical Corp., Cleveland, OH). In addition 

to the sequencing primers flanking the cDNA insert (pBR322 PstI primer cw and ccw [BRL]; pGEM - 

3Zf(+) SP6 and TV promoter primers [Promega]), oligonucleotides complementary to the following 

highly conserved regions in the 16S rRNA sequence were utilized:

519-536 (primer A; 5’-GWATTACCGCGGCKGCTG-3’)

901-926 (primer B; 5’-CCGTCAATTCMTTTRAGTTT-3’)

1392-1406 (primer C; 5’-ACGGGCGGTGTGTRC-3’).

These internal primers complementary to rRNA were purchased from BMB. The complements to 

these primers (reverse primers) were synthesized chemically on a Biosearch 8600 Automated DNA 

synthesizer (MilliGen/Biosearch Division of Millipore, San Rafael, CA) by Jennifer Weller, using beta- 

cyanoethyl diisopropyl phosphoramidite chemistry. The cDNA oligomers were deblocked according 

to the manufacturers protocol and purified both before and after removal of the 5’ dimethoxytrityl 

blocking group by reverse-phase high performance liquid chromatography. Several primers specific 

to eubacterial rRNA sequences were also used in sequencing reactions (both forward and reverse
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primers), complemcntaiy to the following bases in the E  coli 16S rRNA sequence: 

243-257 (5’-CACCTACTAGCTAAT-3’)

.343-357 (5’-CTGCTGCCTCCCGTA-3’)

690-704 (5’-TCTACGCATTTCACC-3’)

786-804 (5’-ACTACCAGGGTATCTAATC-3’)

1099-1114 (5’-GGGTTGCGCTCGTTGC-3’)

Some of these were a gift from Dr. Erko Stackebrandt (Universitat Kiel, Institut fur AlIgemeine 

Mikrobiologie, FRG), while others were custom synthesized (Veterinary Molecular Biology 

Laboratory, Montana State University). The sequencing gels were run as described by Bateson et aL 

(4).

Comparative Sequence Analysis

For comparison of the sequences the computer programs "Sequence", "Homology", "Hetero", 

and "Tree", developed and written and kindly provided by Gary Olsen (University of Illinois) were 

used (47). The sequences were aligned manually to the E  coli sequence for the best fit of primary and 

secondary structural elements. For phylogenetic analysis a mask (48) was used to block out regions 

of high variability in the 16S rRNA sequence (29), which can be difficult to align accurately; also 

shown in the appendix. For the establishment of identity between sequences such variable regions. 

were included in the homology analysis. The treeing analysis is a distance matrix analysis, which seeks 

to minimize discrepancies between a cluster analysis of many sequences and pairwise similarity values 

of any pair of sequences in the cluster. Trees were constructed assuming a log-normal distribution 

between one-eighth and eight times the median rate of nucleotide substitution, rather than equal rates 

of mutation at all positions in the 16S rRNA sequence (47).
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RESULTS

Isolation of Ribosomal RNA

Agarose-formaldehyde gel analysis of the total RNAs obtained by phenol extraction from an 

Octopus Spring mat lysate shows the dominant ribosomal RNAs of the expected sizes of 5S, 16S, and 

23S (Figure 4). The 23S band is weak relative to the 16S band and an additional band can be seen 

just below the 23S rRNA. This could be due to either degradation of the 23S rRNA during the 

isolation procedure or to the presence of organisms with large subunit rRNAs which have been 

processed into smaller pieces (20,42). RNA of this quality and origin was used to generate the cDNA 

libraries OS-I, OS-II, and OS-III. The RNA from T1 acidophilum used for cDNA synthesis and the 

RNA used to construct the Iso/FI rcDNA library was of a quality comparable to the E1 coli RNA 

(Figure 4).

Figure 4. RNAs isolated from E1 coli and the Octopus Spring cyanobacteria I mat 
separated on a 1.4% agarose-formaldehyde gel. E1 coli RNA (E.c.) was salt 
precipitated; Octopus Spring RNA (Oct.) was purified with a Qiagcn tip-20 (from 
reference 93).
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For the cDNA libraries OS-V L and OS-VI L, RNA was isolated directly from the small 

ribosomal subunit. The ribosomal subunits were separated on a sucrose gradient. Two peaks 

corresponding to the large and the small subunits can be discerned in the sucrose gradient separation 

(Figure 5). The rRNAs isolated by phenol extraction from the pooled fractions 2-4 and 6-8 show the 

expected sizes (Figure 6). It is noteworthy that the large subunit rRNAs again show evidence for 

either degradation or posttranscriptional processing. In addition Figure 6 demonstrates that gel 

elution of 16S-like RNAs would also yield 23S derived sequences and thus would not be suitable for 

selective synthesis of 16S rcDNA by random priming (Note the 16S-sized band in the LSU rRNA 

[arrow]).

0 . 3 0 0

0 . 2 0 0 -

0 . 100 -

0 .0 0 0
0  I  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  1 0  1 1  1 2  1 3  1 4  1 5

Fraction number

Figure 5. Sucrose gradient separation of ribosomal subunits obtained from the 
Octopus Spring cyanobacteria! mat. LSU, large ribosomal subunit. SSU, small 
ribosomal subunit.
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Figure 6. Ribosomal subunit RNAs from the Octopus Spring cyanobacterial mat. 
Ribosomal RNAs isolated from 70S ribosomes (rRNA) from the Octopus Spring mat 
(Oct.), from 30S subunits (SSU) or 50S subunits (LSU) were separated on a 1.4% 
agarose-formaldehyde gel. Total cellular RNA (bulk) and small subunit rRNA (SSU) 
from E. cgli (E.c.) serve as size markers. The arrow points at the presence of a I OS- 
like rRNA in the large subunit rRNA from Octopus Spring.

cDNA Libraries Primed with a Specific Primer

cDNA Libraries OS-I to OS-III

First-strand synthesis from E. coH rRNA or Octopus Spring rRNA resulted in products of 

mainly full-length, i.e. about 1,400 bases long (Figure 7) but also shorter products, especially of ca. 

400-500 bases. Second-strand synthesis (Figure 8) produced again full-length cDNA in the case of E. 

coli but predominantly smaller cDNAs from the Octopus Spring mat. The presence of fairly discrete 

bands in the cDNA from Octopus Spring suggests that certain features of the rRNA molecules may 

terminate the reverse transcriptase reaction in the same locations along the 16S rRNA molecule.

It was possible to take advantage of the known E. coli 16S rRNA sequence to demonstrate 

the extent of the oligo(dC) tailing of purified cDNA. Recognition sites for the restriction
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Figure 7. First-strand 16S rcDNA reaction products for E1 coli (E.c.) and the 
Octopus Spring mat (Oct.) separated on a 1.5% alkaline agarose gel, blotted to 
nitrocellulose, and probed with biotinylated 16S rRNA fragments from E1 coli and 
L  aCidophilum. The cDNA from the Octopus Spring mat was synthesized from total 
cellular RNA, extracted from enzymatically lysed cells. One of the shorter, dominant 
bands in the rcDNA reaction products was judged to be between 400-500 base pairs 
long (light arrow). Biotinylated lambda HindIll-EcoRl restriction fragments are 
included as size markers, b, Bases (from reference 93).

endonuclease CfoI were predicted for the double-stranded E1 coli rcDNA and the lengths of the 

fragments were calculated. That the two ends of the rcDNA are efficiently tailed is demonstrated by 

the size shift of the 153- and the 378-base pair CfoI end fragments (Figure 9) after the tailing 

reaction. Transformation with about 5 ng of annealed DNA (plasmid pBR322 plus 16S rcDNA) 

resulted in between IO3 to IO5 recombinant cells per pg DNA. Of the recombinant plasmids analyzed 

by either hybridization with a 16S rRNA probe (Figure 10) or by sequence analysis (86, 87, and M. 

M. Bateson, D. M. Ward, M. Allen, B. Heimbuch, unpublished results) a majority proved to be of 

16$ rRNA origin. Sometimes however, other sequences, mostly from 23S rRNA, were recovered. The 

sizes of the recovered 16S rcDNA sequences varied widely; in the rcDNA library OS-III, short rcDNAs 

predominated (see below).
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Figure 8. Second-slrand 16S rcDNA rcaclion products for E. coli (E.c.) (A) and 
Octopus Spring mat (Oct.) (B) analyzed on a 0.8% agarose gel. The cDNA from the 
Octopus Spring mat was synthesized from total cellular RNA, extracted from 
enzymatically lysed cells. A,Lambda HindIII-EcoRI digest size markers, bp. Base pairs 
(from reference 93).
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Figure 9. 01igo(dC)-tailed and untailed Cfol-digested E  coli 16S rcDNA separated 
on a 3% agarose gel. The addition of deoxycytidine is visualized by the size increase 
(lanes 2 [tailed], vs. lanes I [untailed]) of CfoI restriction fragments from both ends 
of the 16S rcDNA molecules. Arrows indicate the positions of the 153- and 378-base- 
pair fragments after tailing. Note that the increase is less in the 4-min. (A) than in 
the 10-min (B) treatment with terminal transferase, bp, Base pairs (from reference 
93).
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Figure 10. Analysis of recombinant plasmids from the Octopus Spring mat 16S 
rcDNA library OS-I on a 0.7% agarose gel. Isolated recombinant plasmids (lanes 1-
10) were digested with the restriction endonuclease PstI to excise the inserted rcDNA 
(A). The gel was Southern blotted and probed with biotinylated 16S rRNA fragments 
from E  coli and T. acidophilum (B). The sizes of the rcDNA inserts range from 
about 400 to 1,400 base pairs and are without exception homologous to 16S rRNA. 
X ,Lambda HindIII-EcoRI digest size markers (from reference 93).
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cDNA Library OS-V L

Priming of Octopus Spring mat SSU RNA with primer C did result in a high yield of full- 

length, i.e. 1400 basepair long cDNAs (Figure 11). Another band of about 400 basepairs was also seen, 

but could be excluded from cloning by size fractionation of the cDNAs (Figure 12). The library OS- 

V L was constructed from this size selected cDNA (Fraction C I in Figure 12; L designates selection 

for long cDNA products). By gel analysis of 18 recombinants 8 near full-length rcDNAs (between 

1,150-1,400 base pairs) were obtained. Five of these inserts were sequenced (see Appendix for 

sequence data) and the phytogeny of the rRNAs was established (see below).

Figure 11. First-strand 16S rcDNA reaction products synthesized from small subunit 
rRNA primed with specific (C) or random hexanucleotide (hex) primers. First-strand 
cDNA reaction products, prepared from Octopus Spring mat (Oct.), T1 acidophilum 
(T.a.) and E1 coli (E.c.) rRNA, were labeled by the addition of ^S-Iabeled a-thio 
dATP, separated on a 1.5% alkaline agarose gel, and used to prepare this 
autoradiogram. The light arrow points at the 400-500 base pair fragment. The size 
estimate of this band is based on the presence of an equivalent band in Figure 7. bp, 
Base pairs.
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Figure 12. Size fraclionated rcDNAs from C primcd (C) and hexamer-primed (hex) 
cDNA reactions from Octopus Spring mat SSU RNA. Three fractions (1-3) from 
each reaction, containing double-stranded rcDNA, eluted from a sephacryl S-400 
column, were separated on a 0.8% agarose gel. X ,Lambda HindIII-EcoRI digest size 
markers, bp, Base pairs.

The Iso/FI cDNA Library

The C-priming approach was applied to a co-culture of L pallida and "H. oregonensis". Initial 

screening of several recombinant plasmids by sequencing from a single priming site indicated that the 

majority of the recombinants was derived from I  pallida. Replicate sequences (100% similar in 

unmasked analysis) were 98.3% similar in unmasked analysis to the L pallida sequence obtained by 

reverse transcriptase sequencing (R. Weller, M. M. Bateson, D. M. Ward, unpublished results). 

Hybridization screening of about 40 recombinant plasmids with a "phototroph probe" (a mixture of 

labeled 16S rRNA from S. Iividus and C  aurantiacusl at high stringency (phylum-specific probing, 

75°C) revealed a single recombinant derived from "H. oregonensis". The complete rcDNA sequence 

of this recombinant, named Iso/FI No.7, was determined (see Appendix).
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The E. coli rcDNA Library

Several recombinants from a library prepared with E, coli rRNA were analyzed to assess the 

faithful recovery of 16S rcDNA sequences. In an unmasked analysis the sequenced regions were 99.7% 

similar to the published E. coli 16S rRNA sequence (86).

The Randomly Primed rcDNA Library OS-VI L ■

The short nature of many rcDNAs, especially in the library OS-III, made a detailed 

phylogenetic analysis impossible (see below). Since most rcDNAs actually started very close to the 

priming region the probleiu was thought to reside in either a very high degree of secondary structure 

of the 16S rRNA or an impasse due to base modifications. Priming with random hexamers was 

conceived as a possible solution to the problem, as it would initiate cDNA synthesis anywhere along 

the molecule, including from regions downstream from problem spots in the 16S rRNA molecule. 

Figure 11 shows that random priming of cDNA synthesis can be advantageous. First-strand cDNA 

synthesis products from 16S rRNA from the thermophilic archaebacterium T. acidophilum primed 

with primer C is in most cases terminated after about 400 bases. Randorply primed cDNA on the 

other hand very often reaches a length of 900-1000 bases with some products extending to full-length. 

To selectively synthesize cDNA from SSU rRNA of the Octopus Spring mat, 16S-like rRNAs isolated 

from ribosomal subunits were used as templates in the cDNA reactions. First-strand synthesis products 

were from about 100-1500 bases long with the majority of the products around 300-1100 bases (Figure

11) . After second-strand synthesis the longer cDNAs were separated from the smaller cDNAs (Figure

12) and fraction hex I (Figure 12) was cloned into pGEM -3Zf(+) (L designates that this library was 

produced from long rcDNAs after size selection). The size distribution of rcDNA inserts of randomly 

picked recombinants is shown in Figure 13. Nine plasmids with cDNA inserts of 750-900 basepairs 

were obtained by screening of 36 recombinant colonies by miniprep plasmid isolation and gel analysis 

of the plasmids after digestion with the restriction endonuclease PstL The sequences of five plasmids 

were determined and the phytogeny of the 16S rRNAs was established.
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Figure 13. Analysis of recombinant plasmids from a hexamcr-primed Octopus Spring 
mat rcDNA library (OS-VI L) on a 0.8% agarose gel. Randomly picked recombinant 
plasmids (1-7) were digested with the restriction endonuclease PstI to excise the 
inserted rcDNA. The sizes of the inserts range from about 500-850 base pairs. A , 
Lambda HindIII-EcoRI digest size markers. pGEM, PstI digested cloning vector 
pGEM -3Zf(+). bp, Base pairs

Molecular and Phylogenetic Characterization of Selected Recombinants 

Lcmtlh Variation of Analysed Recombinants

Most of the 16S rcDNA inserts from the libraries OS-I to OS-III started near the priming 

region (1400 region in E, coli numbering) and extended to different lengths (87). Most evident was 

the fact that recombinants from the OS-III recombinant library (predominately from phototrophic 

organisms in the mat) had very short inserts, seldom exceeding 400-500 bases. The analyzed OS-V L 

recombinants were selected for their long rcDNA inserts, to allow statistically valid phylogenetic
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investigations. All rcDNAs started at the 1400 region and extended to either a position between 200 

and 250, or close to the 5’ end of the 16S rRNA. From the library OS-VI L plasmids with inserts 

ranging from 750-900 base pairs were analyzed. All recovered sequences started between position 900 

and 950 and extended to positions similar to the OS-V L rcDNA sequences. In the Iso/FI library most 

rcDNAs were 1400 base pairs long. Unfortunately, the recovered "H. oregonensis" rcDNA (Iso/FI 

No.7) was shorter and spans the region from 16S rRNA position 47 to position 966.

Sequence data for the recombinants of the OS-V L and OS-VI L libraries, as well as the 

recombinant Iso/FI No.7 are presented in the appendix aligned relative to the R  coli 16S rRNA 

sequence. Also included are the universal mask used in all phylogenetic analyses, and the OS-123 and 

OS type-C sequence data to allow comparison to sequences, considered to be retrieved from the same 

species, in the library OS-V L. The sequence data obtained from these cDNAs do not always cover 

the entire rcDNA insert. In the case of rcDNA sequences, thought to be from the same species, 

sequencing of redundant recombinants was limited to sequence stretches (including variable regions) 

sufficient to demonstrate the high similarity. Thus sequences for OS-VI L 10 and OS-VI L 28 

(redundant of OS-VI L 8) and OS-VI L 11 (redundant of OS-V L 8) are between 360 and 498 

nucleotides long. All other sequences are between 738 and 1385 nucleotides long. The full insert, e.g. 

Iso/FI No.7, OS-V L 2, OS-VI L 16, and OS-VI L 4, was obtained wherever possible. Some other 

recombiants, e.g. OS-V L 7, OS-V L 8, and OS-V L 13, proved difficult to sequence from some 

priming regions. At least two attempts, sometimes with two different primers, were made to obtain 

the sequence of the missing regions.

Secondary Structure of rcDNAs

All rcDNAs were readily aligned to the E1 coli 16S rRNA sequence with respect to both 

primary and secondary structure. Figure 14 and Figure 15 show the 16S rcDNAs of the recombinants 

OS-V L 16 and OS-VI L 8* (consensus sequence, see below) superimposed over the secondary 

structure of the E1 coli sequence. Base pairing in all helical regions is preserved by compensatory 

mutations. As expected (33) for a 16S rRNA from a different phylum, some loops in variable regions
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Figure 14. Secondary structure of the 16S rcDNA of the recombinant OS-V L 16. 
The structure was established by superimposing the recombinant sequence over the 
proposed secondary structure of the 16S rRNA sequence from E  coli (after 33). 
Watson-Crick basepair.., non Watson-Crick basepair. *, sequence not present in the 
rcDNA.
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of the molecule have different dimensions than in the Ecoli 16S rRNA. The two secondaiy structures 

depicted in Figures 14 and 15 for example, have the same general structure as the 16S rRNA from 

the cyanobacterium Anacystis nidulans. This is consistent with the phylogenetic placement of these 

two recombinant sequences in the phylum cyanobacteria (see below).

Pairwise Sequence Similarity

Sequence comparison of 16S rcDNAs from OS-I to OS-III resulted in the definition of eight

sequence types, none of which was identical to 16S rRNA sequences from organisms enriched from

the Octopus Spring mat (87). Analysis of the OS-V L and OS-VI L rcDNAs showed:

a) no rcDNA sequence matches a sequence from any pure cultured Octopus Spring 
community member. The highest masked similarity observed was 94.2% between the 
recombinant OS-V L 16 and S. lividus.

b) the recovery of five highly related sequences from the OS-VI L library. Three 
sequences are identical or nearly identical (see Table 4). There is one real nucleotide 
difference between OS-VI L 28 and OS-VI L 8 and OS-VI L 10. This is most likely 
due to an error in either the cDNA synthesis reaction or during sequencing (see 
discussion). This sequence type is represented in the phylogenetic analyses by the 
consensus sequence OS-VIL 8*. The other OS-V L and OS-VI L recombinants are 
between 79.5% and 88.5% similar to the cluster of highly related 16S rRNAs in 
masked comparisons.

c) a sequence from OS-V L is identical to a sequence in the library OS-VI L (OS- 
V L 8 is 100% similar in masked and unmasked analysis to OS-VI L 11). In 
phylogenetic analyses this sequence is represented by the longer OS-V L 8 sequence.

d) one sequence from OS-I is nearly identical to a sequence from the library OS-V L 
(OS-V L 2 is 99.1% similar in masked and 99.4% similar in unmasked analysis to 
OS-I 23), and one sequence type from OS-II and OS-III is nearly identical to a 
sequence from OS-V L (OS-V L 8 is 99.6% similar in masked and 99.5% similar in 
umasked analysis to the OS type-C [87]). As above this small difference may be due 
to error (see discussion).

e) some sequences are unique and had not been recovered in the earlier libraries 
(OS-V L 7, OS-V L 13, OS-V L 16, and possibly OS-VI L 4).

Pairwise comparison of the seven unique rcDNAs, recovered in the libraries OS-V L and OS- 

VI L, as well as the "H, oregonensis” rcDNA (Isp/Fl No.7), to representatives of bacterial phyla 

(Table 5) revealed that all recovered sequences originate from eubacteria. The similarity values with 

the representative of the archaebacteria, Methanobacterium formicicum. are comparatively low. In
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Table 4. Percent sequence similarities between highly related recombinant sequences.

OS-VI L 8 OS-VI L 10 OS-VI L 28 OS-V L 13 OS-V L 16

OS-VI L 8 100 98.6 90.2 84.5

OS-VI L 10 100 99.6 91.8

OS-VI L 28 99.5 99.4 89.0 84.8

OS-V L 13 93.5 93.1 93.2 87.8

OS-VI L 16 94.5 91.6 94.1 1)3.7

Values above the diagonal were calculated from comparison of all sequence positions 
common to a sequence pair. .Values below the diagonal only include positions 
included by the universal mask.

some instances the phylogenetic affiliation of the retrieved rcDNA is quite obvious. The similarity 

values between OS-VI L 8*, OS-V L 13, OS-V L 16 and the cyanobacterium Anacystis nidulans are 

examples. The similarity between Iso/FI No.7 and the representative of the green nonsulfur phylum, 

C  aurantiacus, is also quite high and suggests a relationship of "H. oregonensis" with the green 

nonsulfur bacteria. The same is true for the recombinant sequence OS-V L 8, though the similarity 

value is lower. The highest similarity values between the recombinant sequences OS-V L 2 and OS-

V L 7 and 16S rRNA sequences from eubacterial phyla are found with the spirochete Spirocheata 

halophiia. These values are fairly low and not sufficiently distinct from similarity values with 

representatives of other phyla. This problem is also carried into the treeing analysis (see below). This 

is also observed for the recombinant sequence OS-VI L 4. The highest similarity of OS-VI L 4 occurs 

with Pseudomonas tcstosteroni, a representative of the beta-subdivision of the protebbacteria.

Tree and Signature Analysis

In contrast to rcDNAs retrieved in the libraries OS-I to OS-III, the sequence data from OS-

V L and OS-VI L could be used confidently in treeing analyses. Treeing analysis represents a cluster
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Table 5. Similarity between recombinant 16S rcDNAs and 16S rRNA sequences from representatives 
of major bacterial groups.

16S rRNA from Percent Masked Similarity With 16S rcDNA Sequence
Representative from Octopus Spring or "H. oregonensis" (Iso/FI No.7)

Phyla
OS-VI OS-V OS-V Iso/FI OS-V OS-V OS-V OS-VI
L 8* L 13 L 16 No.7 L 8 L 2 L 7 L 4

A. nidulans 
(Cyanobacterium)

92.7 92.7 95.0 80.8 81.6 86.8 83.6 84.9

C. aurantiacus
(Green Nonsulfur Bacterium)

81.9 81.1 81.9 91.8 88.9 83.8 818 81.3

C. vibrioforme 
(Green Sulfur Bacterium)

82.9 82.6 84.2 81.3 83.1 84.9 87.0 81.6

I. pallida 
(Planctomycete)

80.9 81.4 81.3 77.0 80.0 817 81.9 77.7

B. subtilis
(Gram Positive Bacterium)

84.5 84.5 87.0 82.7 80.7 88.1 816 818

P. testosteroni 
(Proteobacterium)

83.6 83.7 85.1 81.6 81.4 88.2 86.6 88.1

C. psittaci 
(Chlamydiae)

78.7 81.8 82.6 76.7 78.2 85.0 810 78.0

S. halophila 
(Spirochete)

81.7 84.4 85.0 80.5 80.4 89.8 814 811

F. heparinum 
(Favobacteria/Bacteroidcs)

79.1 80.1 82.6 76.7 78.3 85.0 83.1 81.2

D. radiodurans 
(Dcinococcus/Thermus)

81.1 812 84.8 81.5 83.9 87.3 815 81.8

T. maritima 
(Thermotoga)

82.1 81.3 83.3 81.0 80.6 86.8 818 816

M. formicicum 
(Archaebacterium)

70.6 71.0 72.9 70.6 68.3 73.1 69.7 70.0

* OS-VI L 8* represents the consensus sequence from OS-VI L 8, OS-VI L 10 and OS-VI L 28.

The organisms and the sources of their 16S rRNA sequences are: Anacystis nidulans 
(76), C  aurantiacus (50), Chlorobium vibrioforme (91), L pallida (RT sequence data 
kindly provided by S. Giovannoni), Bacillus subtilis (30), Pseudomonas testosteroni 
(100), Chlamydia psittaci (91), Spirocheata halophila (sequence kindly provided by 
C. R. Woese), Flavobacterium heparinum (92), Deinococcus radiodurans (91), 
Thermotoga maritima (2), and Methanobacterium formicicum (37). Typical 
interkingdom similarities within the compared regions range from 64.3% to 72%, 
typical interphylum similarities range between 76% and 89.3%, as calculated from 
sequences of these pure-cultured organisms analyzed with the same masking rules.
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analysis of many sequences at once, as opposed to a pairwise comparison. Figure 16 shows a very 

strong relationship between the cyanobacteria and the recombinants OS-V L 13, OS-V L 16, and OS- 

VI L 8’. These relationships are further supported by the presence of diagnostic oligonucleotide 

signatures (97), in the recombinant sequences OS-V L 13 and OS-V L 16 (Table 6) (diagnostic 

oligonucleotides are only found in representatives of one phylum). The evidence of diagnostic 

oligonucleotides for OS-V L 8* is rather weak, due to the short nature of the rcDNA sequence.

F. hcparinnm

C. p tltu c i

C. Tibrtoforme

OS-V L7
B. iob tllli

C ^nranttacug D. radtoduran* S. halophlla

OS-V L2
A. nidultng

O S -V
OS-VI L8*

OS-V LI 3 

^ S .  Hvtdni
E1 Cpli

Figure 16. Phylogenetic placement of the cyanobacterial and spirochete-like 
16S rcDNA sequences by distance matrix tree analysis. The tree was established by 
masked analysis of the 16S rRNA sequences shown in the phylogenetic tree. The tree 
was rooted with the sequence of M1 formicicum. The sources of the sequences are 
referenced in Table 4. The sequence for S. Iividus is from reference 86 and the 
sequence for E. coli is from reference 12. The scale bar corresponds to 0.01 fixed 
point mutations per sequence position.
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Table 6. Occurrence of phylum- or subphvlum-characteristic nucleotides or oligonucleotides.

Nucleotide or
Recombinant Oligonucleotide Signature Position Characteristic For
(Affiliation)1 in the rcDNA Sequence

OS-V L 13 AUUUUC 365 Cyanobacteria and
OS-V L 16 Green Nonsulfur
OS-VI L 8* Bacteria
(Cyanobacteria) AUACCCCUG^ 795 Cyanobacteria

CCCCUUAC3 1210 Cyanobacteria

UACU ACAAU G3 1240 Cyanobacteria

OS-V L 8 G4 53 Green Nonsulfur
Iso/FI No.7 Bacteria
(Green Nonsulfur 
Bacteria) AUUUUC 365 Green Nonsulfur 

Bacteria and

AUACCCG 795
Cyanobacteria 
Green Nonsulfur

CUU AAAACU CAAAG

Bacteria and 
Thermus/Deinococcus

910 Green Nonsulfur
Bacteria

ACACACACG5 1225 Green Nonsulfur 
Bacteria

OS-V L 2 all positions are different from 47, 50, Spirochetes
(Spirochete) the spirochete signature 

nucleotides
52, 53

UAAUACCG 170 Spirochetes.

AAUAUUG 365 Bacteroides and 
Flavobacteria and some

CUAACUYYG 510
other groups 
Bacteroides and
Flavobactcria and some

CCCUAAACG 815
other groups 
Spirochetes

A 995 Bacteroides and 
Flavobacteria

AYAAACYG 1170 Spirochetes

UCAUCAUG 1200 Spirochetes and 50% of 
the Flavobacteria

CCUUUAU 1210 Spirochetes
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Table 6. continued

Recombinant Nucleotide or
(Affiliation)1 Oligonucleotide Signature 

in the rcDNA sequence
Position Characteristic For

OS-V L 7 
(Spirochete) AAUCUUR 365 Spirochetes (minor 

occurrence in some
other phyla)

CCCUAAACG 815 Spirochetes and 
Proteobacteria

CCCUUAU 1210 Spirochetes and 
Proteobacteria

OS-VI L 4 u a a c a c g 120 Delta-subdivision of the
(Beta-subdivision of Proteobacteria, other
the Proteobacteria) Phyla, but only 11% of 

the Cyanobacteria

ACAAUG 375 All subdivisions, except 
the Delta-subdivision, 
minor in some other 
phyla, not in 
cyanobacteria

AUCCAG 390 All subdivisions, except 
the Delta-subdivision,
minor in Flavobacteria

CCCUAAACG 815 Beta-subdivision, 
Spirochetes, and 
Flavobacteria

1 Phylogenetic affiliation based on similarity values and treeing analysis
2 OS-VI L 8 has the sequence AUACCCCAG. This oligonulcotidc however, is only found in 

67% of the cyanobacterial 16S rRNAs
3 No data for OS-VI L 8
4 No data for OS-V L 8
5 No data for Iso/FI No.7

The oligonucleotides listed are diagnostic for the phyla (99) unless otherwise stated. 
For the recombinant OS-V L 2 oligonucleotides were chosen on the basis of their 
ability to distinguish between the . flavobacteria/bacteroides phylum and the 
spirochetes. No diagnostic signatures for spirochetes exist (99); in all cases some of 
the subdivisions of the proteobacteria share the same signature. The oligonucleotides 
for the recombinant OS-VI L 4 were chosen to distinguish proteobacteria and 
cyanobacteria. The characteristic nucleotides are from reference 97.
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The recombinant sequence OS-V L 8 and the Iso/FI No.7 sequence from "H. oregonensis" 

are related to sequences from the green nonsulfur bacteria (Figure 17) in the tree analysis. These 

relationships are again confirmed by characteristic oligonucleotide signatures (Table 6).

The relationship between OS-V L 2 and OS-V L 7 and the spirochetes is also shown in 

Figure 16. This much looser affiliation (note the much deeper branching of the recombinant 

sequences) is also reflected in the analysis of the oligonucleotide signatures (Table 6). Some of the 

most characteristic spirochete nucleotide positions (99) and oligonucleotide signatures are different 

in the recombinant sequences. In addition the recombinant OS-V L 2 also possesses a nucleotide in 

a position which is characteristic for the flavobacteria/bacteroides phylum, and two oligonucleotide 

signatures which are consistent with a placement into the flavobacteria/bacteroides phylum but not 

with a placement in the spirochetes. A second characteristic flavobacterium/bacteroides nucleotide in 

position 570 however is missing. Further confusing is the fact that no diagnostic oligonucleotides exist

*H. oregonensis*

C. aurantiacus

O S -V  L8
H aurantiacus

T. roscum

Figure 17. Phylogenetic affiliations of the OS-V L 8 rcDNA and the "H. oregonensis" 
rcDNA with the green nonsulfur bacteria in distance tree analysis. The phylogenetic 
tree was established and rooted with the same sequences as in Figure 16, with 
omission of the recombinant sequences shown in Figure 16. For clarity only the 
green nonsulfur eubacterial phylum is shown. The 16S rRNA sequences of 
Thermomicrobium roseum, Herpetosiphon aurantiacus and C  aurantiacus are from 
reference 50. The scale bar corresponds to 0.01 fixed point mutations per sequence 
position.
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for the spirochetes. All oligonucleotide signatures are consistent with the placement in several other 

phyla, especially with the proteobacteria. Thus, the affiliation of OS-V L 2 and OS-V L 7 is based on 

treeing and homology analysis. Tree analysis suggests a deep affiliation with the spirochetes, a possible 

explanation of the lack of a complete set of nucleotide and oligonucleotide signatures as found in the 

later evolving spirochetes.

The association of the OS-VI L 4 sequence with the proteobacteria in the tree analysis seems 

fairly strong (Figure 18). Two characteristics of this rcDNA sequence however, make a correct 

phylogenetic placement very difficult (see reference 47). We do not have available the 16S rRNA 

sequence of a closely related organism (see the low similarity values in Table 5) and the mutational 

rate of the recovered sequence seems very high (as indicated by the great length of the OS-VI L 4 

branch in the phylogenetic tree). Table 5 shows that the second highest similarity values are found 

with the representative of the cyanobacteria. Other similarity values between OS-VI L 4 and 

cyanobacteria are even higher (84.3% masked similarity with S. lividus; 87.0% masked similarity with 

the cyanobactcrial recombinant OS-V L 16; versus 88.1% masked similarity with P. teslosteroni). 

When more cyanobactcrial sequences are included in the treeing analysis, the OS-VI L 4 sequence 

is placed between the cyanobacteria and the proteobacteria (Figure 19). It should be mentioned 

however, that this behaviour might also be a function of the inclusion of two short sequences (S. 

lividus and OS-VI L 8*), which limits the analysis to positions shared by all sequences. Many of the 

oligonucleotide signatures (Table 6) consistent with a placement in the phylum proteobacteria are 

shared also with the phylum cyanobacteria. Oligonucleotide signatures diagnostic for cyanobacteria 

(for example at positions 365 and 795) are missing however, and oligonucleotide signatures at 

positions 375 and 390 point to a placement in the phylum of the proteobacteria.
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S. Iiv id u s

A . n id u lan s

A. tu m efa c icn s
O S -V I  L 4

P. tc s to ste r o n i

E. c o li

D . d e su lfo v ib r io

Figure 18. Phylogenetic affiliation of the OS-VI L 4 rcDNA with 16S rRNAs of the 
proteobacteria in distance matrix tree analysis. The treeing analysis suggests a high 
rate of mutation and placement into the beta-subdivision of the proteobacteria. The 
phylogenetic tree was established and rooted with the same sequences as in Figure 
16 with omission of the recombinant sequences therein. For clarity only the 
cyanobacterial and the proteobacterial phylum are shown. The 16S rRNA sequences 
of Agrobacterium tumefacicns is from reference 100, the sequence of Desulfovibrio 
desulfuricans is from reference 51. The scale bar corresponds to 0.01 fixed point 
mutations per nucleotide position.
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S. Iiv id u s
. n id u lan s

O S -V I  L 8 *
O S -V  L I 6

O S -V I  L 4

A . tu m efa c icn s

P1Iesto stero n i

E. c o li

D . d e s u lfo v ib r io

Figure 19. Phylogenetic affiliation of the OS-VI L 4 rcDNA with 16S rRNAs of the 
proteobacteria and cyanobacteria in distance matrix tree analysis. Treeing analysis, 
including a greater number of cyanobacteria, suggests an intermediary position 
between the cyanobacteria and the proteobacteria. The phylogenetic tree was 
established and rooted with the same sequences as in Figure 16 with omission of the 
spirochete-like recombinant sequences therein. For clarity only the cyanobacteria! 
and the proteobacterial phylum arc shown here. The scale bar corresponds to 0.01 
fixed point mutations per nucleotide position.
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DISCUSSION

As pointed out in the appropriate context in the results. section of this thesis, only the 

sequence analysis (including sequencing, alignments, and computer-aided sequence comparisons) of 

sequences from the Octopus Spring mat rcDNA libraries OS-V L and OS-VI L was performed by 

myself. For better illustration of the problems encountered and the conceptualization of solutions to 

these problems this discussion will integrate the results obtained from the analysis of sequences from 

all rcDNA libraries constructed.

Fidelity of the 16S rcDNA Approach and Phylogenetic Implications of the Results 

Fidelity of the Method

The general usefulness and fidelity of the cloning approach was tested with a recombinant 

library prepared from E. coli rRNA. The 16S rcDNA sequence proved to be 99.7% similar (86) to 

the published E  coli 16S rRNA sequence (12). The few differences in the rcDNA could be due to the 

fact that a different E  coli strain (Q 358) was used for the preparation of the rcDNA 

(microheterogeneity of 16S rRNA sequences [98]), or the possible incorporation of a 

noncomplementary nucleotide when a modified rRNA base was encountered by the reverse 

transcriptase. Five 16S rcDNA sequences retrieved from the L pallida/"H. oregonensis" coculture were 

identical (100% similar in unmasked analysis) through the variable regions. These rcDNAs are 98.3% 

similar to the 16S rRNA sequence obtained by reverse transcriptase sequencing of rRNA from the 

same L pallida strain. The redundancy of several naturally occurring sequences in different libraries, 

the recovery of seven identical sequences designated as OS type-A in the rcDNA library OS-III, and 

the recovery of three nearly identical sequences from the OS-VI L library, also strengthen the 

argument that the 16S rRNA sequences from the community members are faithfully recovered. 

Giovannoni and coworkers (24) also report the retrieval of highly similar sequences (about 97% 

similar). The authors argue that the presence of microclusters are due to the divergent evolution of
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16S rRNA genes in the environment. The high similarity of the OS type-B with the OS type-A (87) 

might be a reflection of this phenomenon. In this work however, an arbitrary decision was made to 

ascribe similarities between 98% and 99.9% to the occurrence of errors during cDNA synthesis or 

sequencing (see below). This is the rationale for the assumption that OS-VI L 8, OS-VI L 10, and OS- 

VI L 28 were derived from the same species, even though one real base difference was observed 

between these sequences. The alignment of the sequences to the E. coli 16S rRNA sequence and the 

conservation of secondary structure motifs (Figures 14 and 15) further increase the confidence in the 

method.

Phvlogenv of rcDNA Sequences

In most cases the analysis of recombinants from the Octopus Spring mat libraries OS-I to OS- 

III had to be restricted to analysis of identity or similarity of short sequence regions (87). The 

construction of the libraries OS-V L and OS-VI L had the specific goal to retrieve long sequences for 

phylogenetic analyses. Due to the similarity of sequences from the latter libraries with sequences from 

the first libraries, several of the former sequence types can now also be classified. Three cyanobacterial 

sequences and one green nonsulfur 16S rRNA can be unambiguously placed in the phylogenetic tree 

(97) at the phylum level. The "H. oregonensis" sequence retrieved from a coculture of this organism 

with the planctomycete bacterium L pallida also resembles sequences from the green nonsulfur 

bacteria, and in particular the sequence from C  aurantiacus (Figure 17). In the original description 

of "H. oregonensis" (56) the authors point out the similarity of its 58 rRNA to the 58 rRNA from C 

aurantiacus. "H. oregonensis" has no chlorosomes and only one photopigment, bacteriochlorophyll a. 

This suggest that the genus "Heliothrix" might be either a derivative of a Chloroflexus ancestor which 

has lost the capability to synthesize the organelles, or which had not yet acquired this ability. Through 

my analysis of the 168 rRNA sequence this proposed relationship is confirmed. The presence of 

"Heliothrix11-Iike organisms in the Octopus Spring mat has been proposed (Beverley Pierson, personal 

communication). Unfortunately, its 168 rRNA sequence for the database (see references 3, 4; and 86) 

could not be obtained by reverse transcriptase sequencing since the rRNAs from two organisms in
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coculture cannot be separated. The advantageous application of the rcDNA approach to obtain 

sufficient sequence information for phylogenetic analysis from a co-culture is evident.

In some other cases the phylogenetic placement is less clear, however not due to limitations 

of the recovered 16S rRNA sequences, but due to the absence of closely related 16S rRNA sequences 

in the database. The relationship of the recombinant sequences OS-V L 2 and OS-V L I  with the 

spirochetes (Figure 16) and the relationship of OS-VI L 4 with the proteobacteria (Figure 18) should 

be considered preliminary. When more 16S rRNA sequences can be added to the database the 

position of these sequences in the phylogenetic tree might change (see below).

General Problems of Phylogenetic Determination

The particular advantages of the 16S rRNA molecule for phylogenetic analyses have been 

thoroughly discussed (36,47, and the references therein). The software utilized in this study has been 

well documented (47, 48) and the validity of the established phylogenetic relationships has been 

assessed (27). Sneath (65) points out that our knowledge of bacterial relationships is almost entirely 

based on one phenotypic character, the translational apparatus. However, an independent study using 

protein sequences from bacterial ATPases, molecules not associated with the protein synthesizing 

machinery, has confirmed the phytogeny inferred with 16S rRNA sequences (64).

While the use of the software is straight forward and the resulting phytogenies are quite 

reliable, I feel compelled to discuss one particular problem encountered in my work with naturally 

occurring 16S rRNA sequences. It is quite likely that the 16S rcDNA approach will recover unusual 

sequences of strange and novel organisms. The phylogenetic characterization of such sequences might 

be extremely difficult, in many cases impossible. As Sneath has shown in his statistical analysis of 

phylogenetic trees derived from 16S rRNA sequences (65), the branching order of almost all 

eubacterial phyla (97) is quite uncertain. The calculated uncertainty was based on the analysis of an 

average 1600 bases of 16S rRNA. Due to the universal mask applied to eliminate sequence regions 

of uncertain alignment in actuality only about 900 positions are used in the analysis. This will further 

increase the uncertainty of the branching order. Even in the best case, when the full 1400 nucleotides
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are retrieved, our phylogenetic analysis is based on the comparison of 847 positions.

The recombinant sequence OS-V L 2 may serve as an example for the difficulties 

encountered. Tree analysis of this rcDNA sequence might suggest that it originated from an organism 

which was a descendent of an early ancestor of the modern spirochetes (Figure 16). If this is true, the 

phylogentic placement of the sequence will remain stable even if more spirochete sequences are added 

to the analysis. Another possibility exists however. The OS-V L 2 sequence might actually be closely 

related to another sequence not currently in the database. If a strong relationship with some 

organisms in the database exists there is no problem placing the sequence into the correct phylum. 

This is demonstrated for example by the placement of the cyanobacterial sequences recovered from 

the mat (Figure 16). The problems assiciated with the database stem from several sources. First and 

most limiting is the number of sequences in the 16S rRNA database which can be used for the 

analysis. Even though over 600 full sequences have been compiled (Robin Gutell, personal 

communication) they are either proprietary or scattered around the world in individual databases. No 

central compilation of aligned 16S rRNA sequences exists as of this time. Many of the 16S rRNA 

sequence collections have a bias towards organisms of clinical importance, due to the interest of 

medically oriented biotechnology companies which hope to develop 16S rRNA-based detection 

systems for such organisms. It is also possible of course that the 16S rRNA from a closely related 

organism has not yet been sequenced. This would be possible if relatives of the naturally occurring 

organism have unusual growth requirements and have never been cultured.

Sometimes ambiguous placement can be rcsolvetf by the presence of signature 

oligonucleotides (97,99). Unfortunately the signature oligonucleotides can only confirm the placement 

of a sequence into a phylum. The absence of such signatures allows no conclusions about the 

phytogeny since many of these oligonucleotide sequences are present in only a fraction of the 

representatives of the phylum (99). For example, the number of cyanobacterial sequences used to 

establish the oligonucleptide signatures was 9. At position 795 67% of the cyanobacterial sequences 

have a diagnostic sequence, which is only seen in cyanobacterial 16S rRNA. However, a large number
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of cyanobacteria might not have this signature. The analysis of more, and especially naturally 

occurring, 16S rRNA sequences might change the definition of the oligpnucleotide signatures.

In conclusion, phylogenetic placement of sequences retrieved from natural microbial 

communities is by no means trivial. Even though the recovery of 16S rRNA sequences from organisms 

of novel phytogeny is not unlikely, currently we are not able tp prove the novelty of a sequence.

Ecological Implications of the Results 

Comparison of the Octopus Spring Mat rcDNA Libraries

OS-I and O-II versus OS-HI: Lysis Bias. During the course of this study five rcDNA libraries 

were prepared from the Octopps Spring cyaqobacteriql mat and partially analyzed. The first libraries 

(OS-I and OS-II) were prepared with tptal cellular RNA, from enzymatically lysed cells, from the top 

I cm of the mat. The rcDNAs displayed a wide range of lengths (from 1140 to |20 base pairs). Since 

no rRNA sequences of formerly cultured community members were found in OS-I and OS-II, a library 

was constructed from only the top 2 mm (OS-Ill) to enrich for sequences from the phototrophic mat

building organisms. These cells were lysed by passage through the French Press to increase the 

possibility of obtaining RNA from all organisms. Unfortunately, the 16S rcDNAs were very short, 

mostly from 200 to 450 base pairs. One sequence type (OS type-A) was represented 7 times in a total 

of 11 recombinants sequenced (87). This sequence type showed a high similarity to 16S rRNAs from 

cyanobacteria and gram positive bacteria. Treeing analysis, even though limited by the shortness of 

this sequence, suggests a relationship with the cyanobacteria (R. Weller and D. M. Ward, unpublished 

results). Another sequence type (OS type-C), recovered twice in 11 sequences from OS-III, seems 

related to 16S rRNA sequences of the green nonsulfur bacteria. It is interesting that most of the 

rcDNAs, recovered in the OS-III library, seem to originate from phototrophic qommunity members, 

although still no cultured community member was represented. The major difference between the 

libraries OS-I and OS-II and library OS-III is the method used for the lysis of the cells. It could very 

well be the case that the phototrophic community members, and in particular the cyanobacteria, were
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not effectively lysed by the enzymatic lysis procedure. French Pressure cell lysis on the other hand 

recovered the RNA from these organisms. Cyanobacterial sequences also dominated the library OS- 

VI L, prepared from mechanically lysed cells from the top 5mm of the mat.

OS-V L versus OS-VI L: Bias by Size Selection. The major limitation of the early rcDNA 

libraries (OS-I through OS-III) was the shortness of the retrieved rRNA sequences. Short sequences 

make a valid phylogenetic analysis very difficult, and in many cases impossible. For the libraries OS- 

V L and OS-VI L the cells were lysed by passage through the French Press and the cDNA was 

synthesized from SSU rRNA from isolated ribosomes. To recover only long rcDNA sequences suitable 

for phylogenetic purposes, the double-stranded cDNA was size fractionated before cloning. While this 

served to select for cDNAs in the size range from 500-950 base pairs in the OS-VI L library, this 

procedure effectively eliminated the 400-500 base pair long rcDNAs from the library OS-V L (see 

Figures 11 and 12). If we compare the cDNAs primed with primer C from E. coli and T. acidophilum 

in Figure I l i it becomes clear that the IbS rRNAs from some organisms can be reverse transcribed 

to full length cDNAs, while other 16S rRNAs terminate cDNA synthesis at a specific site. In other 

words, the selection for long rcDNAs in specifically primed cDNA libraries, for phylogenetic 

investigations, may result in the introduction of a new bias.

It is noteworthy in this regard, that CDNA synthesis in the OS-III library in almost all cases 

analyzed terminated upstream of a possible problem spot in the 16S rRNA molecule. The location 

of one very prominent trouble spot could be inferred from gel and sequence analysis of the cDNA 

products from many different reactions (for example see Figures 7 and 11) and cDNA libraries. In the 

K  coli 16S rRNA the site is modified by methylation of the nucleotides at positions 966 and 967. This 

particular modification and the sequence context in which it is found does not seem to pose a 

problem, since the yield of full length rcDNA from E. coli is usually high (Figures 7 and 11). 

However, in other organisms the modifipation of this site, which might be involved in termination of 

translation (Bill Tapperich, University of Montana, personal communication), could be much more 

impeding for the enzyme reverse transcriptase (see Figure 11). Alternatively, a different sequence
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context might be important for efficient readthrough versus termination of cDNA synthesis. If this is 

true, random priming of cDNA synthesis could circumvent the enzymatic readthrough problem, by 

allowing priming of cDNA synthesis anywhere along the 16S rRNA molecule. rcDNAs initiated 

downstream from the modified site would be much longer than the prematurely terminated rcDNAs 

(about 900 versus 400-500 bases). Interestingly, all the analyzed rcDNAs from the OS-VI L library 

start between positions 950 and 900. Size selection of long rcDNAs for the OS-V L library did exclude 

the smaller rcDNAs, most likely synthesized from a subset of organisms with strong modifications at 

the particular site (see Figures 11 and 12). Thus, the library OS-V L, constructed to recover long 

rcDNA sequences, which are advantageous for phylogenetic analysis, is almost certainly biased and 

does not allow a meaningful ecological assessment of the Octopus Spring mat community. The 

difference between the two libraries is evident at the level of the analyzed sequences. The OS-VI L 

library is dominated by a cyanobacterial sequence not found in the OS-V L library.

The OS-V L library contained rcDNAs (OS-V L 13 and OS-V L 16) from two different 

cyanobacteria, two sequences (OS-V L 2 and OS-V L 7) from organisms possibly related to the 

spirochetes, and one sequence (OS-V L 8) originating from a green nonsulfur bacterium based on 

several lines of evidence (from homology and tree analysis, as well as analysis of signature 

oligonucleotides). The 16S rRNA sequences from the phototrophic community members are not 

identical to any of the cultured or suggested community members like S. lividus. C  aurantiacus, or 

"H. oregonensis". In contrast, a OS-VI L sequence, recovered three times in 5 analyzed recombinants, 

was demonstrated to originate from a cyanobacterium (OS-VI L 8*). This sequence type has not yet 

been recovered in the OS-V L library and is a possible example for a sequence biased against by size 

selection for long rcDNAs. Another OS-VI L sequence, from a green nonsulfur bacterium (OS-VI L

11), was identical to an rcDNA also retrieved in the library OS-V L. One sequence is from an 

organism possibly related to the proteobacteria (OS-VI L 4). None of the organisms contributing 

these 16S rRNA sequences have been cultured from the Octopus Spring mat.
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OS-III and OS-VI L: Quantitative Community Structure Analysis. The cDNA.for the libraries 

OS-III and OS-VI L was synthesized from RNA obtained by lysis in the French Press. As pointed out 

above this approach might recover a more representative spectrum of the community members. Both 

libraries are dominated by a sequence type recovered from a cyanobacterium and in general show a 

dominance of sequences retrieved from phototrophic community members. The abundance of 16S 

rcDNA sequences from an organism is expected to be a function of both the numerical abundance 

of the organism as well as the protein synthetic activity of the community member (see below). It 

could be speculated, that these two cyanobacterial sequence types, dominating the libraries OS-III and 

OS-VI L, represent one vety active, dominant mat-building organism. Unfortunately, the sequences 

do not overlap and a judgement whether they represent only one organism is impossible. It seems 

logical however, to speculate that these sequences are from the same predominating cyanobacterium, 

and that the 3’ most fragment corresponding to the OS type-A sequence of library OS-III was 

excluded from the OS-V L as well as the OS-VI L library by selection for long rcDNAs. The other 

two cyanobacterial sequences (from the library OS-V L), which overlap with both fragments, differ 

substantially from the OS-VI L 8* or the OS type-A sequences.

Summary

The Octopus Spring cyanobacterial mat has been thoroughly studied by traditional means. 

About one dozen microorganisms have been cultured from this habitat or have been implied as 

community members by the use of microscopic or lipid biomarker techniques. Now for the first time 

a novel approach, independent of the researchers’ preconceptions of growth requirements, or what 

the organisms should look like, has been used to assess the community composition of the mat. After 

the analysis of more than 40 rRNA sequences from this microbial habitat it seems clear that the 

traditional methods have not even come close to an accurate description of the complexity of the 

community. Among 12 unique 16S rRNA sequence types, established from the rcDNA sequences 

recovered, from an equal number of unique community members, not one represents an organism 

retrieved by enrichment culture. This seems to confirm the suspicion that only a minor fraction of the
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naturally occurring microorganisms has been brought into pure culture (87). Due to the selectivity of 

the enrichment culture approach, organisms not very important in the community might have been 

isolated. It is very interesting however, that the distribution of different sequences observed in the 

libraries OS-III and OS-VI L seems to reflect the expected community structure. These two libraries, 

which might be the least biased, feature a dominance of phototrophic organisms. This would be 

anticipated in the Octopus Spring cyanobacterial mat, an ecosystem driven predominantly by 

photosynthesis. A 16S rRNA sequence representing the supposed mat building cyanobacterium S. 

Iiyidus has not yet been recovered. Instead, a different cyanobacterial rRNA sequence has been 

recovered many times, suggesting that an unknown cyanobacterium may be the primary producer in 

the mat.

Development of the Method

Advantages of the rcDNA Annroach over other Approaches

Selective recovery of 16S rRNA sequences from a natural community has major advantages 

over methods previously proposed (49, 54). The suggested shotgun cloning of DNA extracted from 

a community results in a huge recombinant library, theoretically with equal representation of all 

genomic DNA sequences from all community members. It is estimated that the frequency of 

occurrence of a particular gene is a function of the genome size and the length of the sequence of 

interest (40). Taking into account the size of an average bacterial genome, between 0.2-0.3% of all 

recombinants should contain 16S rDNA inserts. Even if this optimistic estimate holds true a detailed 

community analysis requires the screening of several hundred thousand recombinants to retrieve a 

reasonable number of 16S rDNA-bearing recombinants. A search for a 16S rDNA from community 

members of low abundance and/or with a low 16S rRNA gene number seems impossible. These 

difficulties were encountered in my own preliminary work (see Table I).

Shotgun cloning of DNA fragments requires high molecular weight DNA (10-20,000 bp) 

which can be cut with restriction endonucleases. This prohibits the use of many mechanical cell
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disruption devices, which shear th? DNA into small pieces. This could introduce a new bias into a 

method developed to overcome the bias of culture-dependent methods. The 16S fcDNA approach 

targets the highly abundant 16S rRNA molecules in the community members. The small size of rRNA 

molecules, their secondary structure and their association with ribosomal proteins should protect the 

small nucleic acid and allow application of more rigorous lysis procedures. Cell lysis by French 

Pressure Cell treatment does not affect the quality of the retrieved rRNA, and furthermore seems to 

lead to recombinant libraries with a more representative spectrum of the community members (a large 

number of cyanobacterial and green nonsulfur bacterial sequences in the libaries OS-III, OS-V L, and 

OS-VI L).

Cloning of 16S rcDNA synthesized directly from 16S rRNAs also offers the potential for a 

quantitative analysis of the community structure. Provided that all 16S rRNA sequences are equally 

efficient templates for cDNA synthesis, and no selective advantage exists for the tailing, annealing or 

cloning of some rcDNAs over others, the frequency of particular 16S rRNA sequences in the library 

should reflect the abundance of these sequences in the community. The number of 16S rRNA 

sequences from a given cell type should be a function of the cell number and the metabolic activity 

of this community member (16). Thus the protein synthetic capacity of each cell population in the 

community should be reflected in the frequency of occurrence of a unique 16S rcDNA type in the 

recombinant library. In contrast, the number of organism-specific 16S rDNA sequences, retrieved by 

either shotgun cloning or by means of PCR, is dependent on the usually unknown number of rRNA 

operons in the genome of an organism. In addition the gene copy number is the same in active and 

inactive or dormant community members. Thus information about the activity or even the relative 

importance of the community member cannot be obtained.

Another advantage of the rcDNA approach is the fact that the functional, actively transcribed - 

rRNA is targeted. Some organisms have two or more slightly different sets of rRNA genes, some of 

which are expressed in a certain stage of their life cycle while others are silent (32). Such differentially 

expressed rRNAs could exist in organisms with distinct life stages (spores vs. vegetative cells).
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The enzyme used in the PCR reaction is the Tag polymerase, a heat stable enzyme isolated 

from the thermophile Thermus aquaticus, which is generally used at IQ0C. The enzyme for the 

synthesis of cDNA is a reverse transcriptase isolated from a retrovirus. Both enzymes need 

oligonucleotide primers for efficient and selective DNA synthesis. For the amplification of a chosen 

DNA segment via PCR some sequence information must be known to be able to design the primers 

flanking this segment. This means that only sequences which possess those regions are amplified. 

Novel organisms, especially from extreme environments, might not always have such conserved 

regions. In contrast, reverse transcription of purified SSU rRNA with random hexanucleotide primers 

does not require any knowledge of the sequence. The accuracy of the enzymes during DNA synthesis 

is very important. Tag polymerase lacks a 3’-5’ exonuclease or proofreading activity (13) which could 

result in the incorporation of wrong nucleotides during elongation. This might especially be true 

during the high speed synthesis at the elevated reaction temperature. The error frequency of the Tag 

polymerase is somewhere around 2.5 x IO"3 in 30 amplification cycles (61); the error frequency 

associated with reverse transcriptases range from similar values to much lower values (3 x IO'5) (21, 

45). It can be speculated that the Tag polymerase might synthesize several different sequences from 

one original template due to the repeated ’semiconservative’ replication, and artificially generate a 

’family’ of very similar sequences. This is not a problem when sequencing of several amplification 

products of the same gene can be used to infer the true sequence. In the analysis of mixed populations 

however, it cannot be resolved whether similar sequences represent closely related organisms or an 

artifact due to errors generated during amplification. This might not be a problem for some ecological 

applications, but can become a real problem if closely related species inhabit the same community. 

In addition, the requirement for at least one specific primer (38) complementary to highly conserved 

regions in the 16S rRNA gene or its flanking regions could introduce a new bias to the analysis of 

natural communities.

Both the rcDNA approach and the PCR approach have shortcomings as well as advantages 

for different ecological applications. If very little biomass is available and sequence information for
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the construction of oligonucleotide primers is at hand, the use of PCR is advantageous. If some 

quantitative information is sought or evidence for novel and unusual organisms is the scope of the 

investigation the cDNA approach should be the method of choice. Both methods have resulted in 

the retrieval of 16S rRNA sequences from natural microbial communities revealing organisms not yet 

cultured from these habitats (24, 87) and will hopefully find wide application in culture-independent, 

less biased studies of the species composition of microbial ecosystems.

Advantages of Random Priming over Specific Priming

The selectivity of the rcDNA method stems from the use of either a primer which is specific 

for rRNA or the exclusive presence of small subunit rRNA in the cDNA reaction mix. Provided that 

enough cell material can be obtained from the microbial community isolation of ribosomes is the 

preferred way to obtain the template rRNA. In a few instances 23S rRNA derived sequences were 

retrieved from specifically primed libraries (Bateson and Ward, unpublished results), presumably due 

to lack of the specificity of the primer or to self-priming of cDNA synthesis from RNA sequences 

folded back onto themselves. Self-priming of cDNA synthesis from total cellular RNA has also been 

observed by others (75).

One particular problem in the cDNA synthesis from rRNA is posed by the structure of the 

rRNA molecule. Ribosomal RNA is folded into a very complex secondary structure and often contains 

modified nucleotides. Many of these modified bases are in highly conserved regions and are most 

likely linked to a particular function in the ribosome (104). While my data seem to indicate that 

secondary structure is no severe obstacle, several observations point at the involvement of a modified 

sequence region in the premature termination of cDNA synthesis. In the case of R  coli 16S rRNA 

readthrough is achieved in the majority of the cases (see Figures 7 and 11). In an organism like T1 

acidophilum on the other hand almost all cDNA is small (400-500 bases). There is no reason to 

believe that this phenomenon is not common among 16S rRNAs from different organisms. A 

collection of only long sequences from a specifically primed rcDNA library, although better suited for 

phylogenetic analysis, will necessarily be biased against organisms which have 16S rRNA with a
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modification in the right sequence context to bring about termination of cDNA synthesis. The main 

impetus to develop the random priming approach was to overcome such a problem.

The cDNA products primed with random hexamers (Figure 11) are between 100-1500 base 

pairs in length. Cloning of cDNAs in the 900 nucleotide size range will most likely result in the best 

libraries for ecological work. Organisms with 16S rRNAs with a strong termination site will be 

represented by rcDNAs synthesized downstream from the modification. These sequences are 

sufficiently long for a meaningful phylogenetic analysis. Size selection for longer rcDNAs would bias 

against 16S rcDNA from organisms with a strong termination site. This is evident in the Octopus 

Spring mat library OS-V L, in which the dominant cyanobacterial sequence is not represented. If on 

the other hand much shorter sequences are cloned, certain organisms might be represented by 

sequences primed close to the 3’ end of the 16S rRNA molecule and terminated at the modified site, 

as well as by sequences primed downstream from the modification. This would rob the 16S rcDNA 

cloning strategy of its quantitative advantages over shotgun cloning or PCR-based retrieval of 

16S rRNA genes.

There are other reasons for the development of the random priming approach. The presence 

of universally conserved sequence regions in the 16S rRNA molecule have been established from 

collections of organisms in pure culture. The discovery of new species and phyla could conceivably 

change the consensus sequence and therewith the definition of the conserved regions. For example, 

in mitochondrial SSU rRNA sequences the "conserved" regions can be very different (15), and would 

not allow priming of cDNA synthesis with a universal primer. If we view mitochondria as extreme 

examples of highly specialized symbionts, and consider the fact that symbiotic organisms are very hard 

to culture because of their complex growth requirements,. it seems very likely that symbiotic 

microorganisms comprise a large fraction of the as yet undiscovered species.

In most organisms investigated to date, a single continuous 16S rRNA molecule is found in 

the small subunit of the ribosome. However, split noncontinuous rRNAs have been found both in the 

large (20, 42) and the small subunit (28). These can arise by either of two mechanisms. The rRNA
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can be transcribed from a continuous gene and then be processed into smaller fragments, or the rRNA 

pieces can be transcribed from separate operons in the genome. Until now only one noncontinuous 

SSU rRNA in the mitochondrion of Chlamvdomonas reinhardlii has been reported (28) but the 

diversity of the microbial kingdoms seems insufficiently explored to assume that no split SSU rRNAs 

exist in organisms of novel phytogeny. Random priming from rRNA isolated from the small subunit 

of the ribosome can theoretically recover the individual pieces even though the matching of pieces 

from more than one split SSU rRNA from different community members will be difficult. Recovery 

of the genes of processed rRNAs by means of the polymerase chain reaction can be an alternative 

solution provided that the rRNA pieces are actually juxtaposed in the genome. A hypothesis put 

forward by Gray and coworkers (28,67) however, spells out the possibility that rRNA sequences might 

have evolved from separate DNA segments. If we ignore this possibility we might bias the retrieval 

of naturally occurring rRNA sequences toward the recovery of rRNAs from the more highly evolved 

organisms.

Prerequisite for the random priming of rcDNA is the preparation of SSU rRNA, in order to 

preserve the selectivity of the approach. To obtain exclusively 16S-like rRNAs it is necessary to isolate 

ribosomes from the natural community. The ribosomes are then dissociated into the small and the 

large subunit and the rRNA is isolated from the small subunit. The protocol developed to this end 

is straight forward and results in very clean preparations of SSU rRNA. The alternative approach to 

separate the SSU rRNAs from the LSU rRNAs by means of gel electrophoresis and extraction of the 

rRNA from the gel is not likely to preserve the selectivity of the cloning approach for 16S-like 

rRNAs. LSU rRNAs are known to be extremely labile (26), and one of the early degradation products ■ 

comigrates with 16S rRNA in polyacrylamide or agarose gels. In certain organisms, the cleavage of. 

23S-like rRNA precursor molecules, can lead to the formation of 16S sized RNA molecules (42), 

which are actually part of the large ribosomal subunit and are homologues of 23S rRNA regions. An 

added advantage of the preparation of ribosomes is the high purity of the template rRNA. Also, most 

of the 16S-like rRNAs are intact, resulting in cDNA synthesis from mainly long template rRNAs. In
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contrast, total RNA extracted from a community will include partially degraded rRNAs due to cell 

death and the turnover of ribosomes as a consequence of adaption to changing growth conditions. An 

rcDNA library prepared from such rRNA will contain short sequences which result from copying 

degraded rather than full-length rRNA molecules.

Future Applications of the Method

Development of Probes for Unknown Community Members

16S rRNA biomarker approaches not only allow identification and classification of community 

members but also provide valuable information for further ecological investigations. Short 16S rRNA 

sequence regions of different specificities can easily be determined. In highly variable regions of the 

molecule species-, or even strain-specific sequences can sometimes be identified. Synthetic 

oligonucleotides complementary to these sequences can be utilized for a variety of purposes. 

Hybridization of these oligonucleotides to filter-bound RNA isolated from a community can be used 

to probe for the presence of specific 16S rRNAs. This technology allows epidemiological studies of 

slow growing or unculturable species (57). Another interesting application is the monitoring of 

perturbations of an ecosystem (71). Areas of much needed research include, for example, studies of 

the effects of the introduction of hazardous wastes into the environment, or the widespread 

application of pesticides upon microbial communities. These studies should be complemented by 

construction of 16S rRNA sequence libraries (rcDNA libraries) since the hybridization studies can 

only monitor organisms whose presence is foreseen.

Oligonucleotide probing might also be used for quantitative studies (71). Quantitation of 

filter-bound rRNAs provides a very quick estimate of the abundance and activity of a community 

member. Again, the frequency of occurrence of 16S rRNAs is a function of the numerical abundance 

of the organisms and their growth rate (see above).

A whole other set of questions can be addressed by using specific labeled oligonucleotide 

probes for in situ hybridizations (16, 25). The morphology, the location of community members, as
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well as spatial arrangements between community members , including the uncultured ones, can be 

assessed. This might lead to some physiological insight (i. e. aerobic versus anaerobic environment, 

microhabitat information) or to the identification of symbiotic relationships. All this information 

together could eventually lead to the successful reproduction of the growth requirements of an 

uncultured organism and to its subsequent isolation. Another advantage of in situ hybridization is the 

possibility to employ image analysis techniques for numerical quantitation of the community members. 

In conjunction with the simultaneous hybridization of a probe specific to a genetically engineered 

DNA the lateral movement of the engineered DNA in the community could be followed. In all these 

studies it is important to have probes available for as many community members as possible. The 

rcDNA cloning approach will provide investigators with the necessary methodology to obtain the 

16S rRNA sequence information.

Novel Organisms

In this time and age, when biotechnology has become a major industry, and the exploitation 

of microorganisms has only just begun, it is very important to survey the diversity of organisms. As 

many researchers have suggested, and this study has proven, a major fraction of microbial and 

especially bacterial community members still awaits detection and isolation. Novel organisms might 

provide novel enzymatic pathways for the degradation of toxic wastes, for the recovery of valuable 

metals from low grade ores or for the production of fuels. In the light of such important issues it 

seems unreasonable to literally ignore the solutions laying at our feet, for example in the form of 

unusual bacteria from the soil. Detection of novel organisms by the retrieval of 16S rRNA sequences 

is only a first step to the isolation of these organisms. However, only the unrefutable molecular 

evidence for the presence of interesting new species might prompt a fresh search for the organisms

themselves.
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CONCLUSIONS

1) A method was developed, which circumvents the inherently biasing culturing of 

organisms, to assess the species composition of natural microbial communities. The 

approach retrieves the 16S rRNA sequence biomarker selectively and with high 

fidelity. From the analysis of several cDNA libraries the following generalizations 

could be made:

a) The method applied to lyse the community members can bias the retrieval of 
16S rRNA.

b) A modified sequence region (corresponding to E. coli 16S rRNA positions 966 
and 967) seems to be a major termination site during the cDNA synthesis from 
rRNA from certain organisms.

c) Due to the occurrence of such a cDNA synthesis-terminating modification in the 
16S rRNA of some organisms, random priming from SSU RNA and cloning of 
rcDNA in the size range between 500 and 950 base pairs might result in the least 
biased rcDNA library for ecological applications.

d) The trophic structure and the abundance and/or the activity level of the 
community members of the mat ecosystem may be preserved in the frequency of the 
rcDNAs recovered in unbiased rcDNA libraries.

2) It was shown that the Octopus Spring cyanobacterial mat community is much 

more complex than previously thought. Of 12 different sequence types, retrieved from 

the community, none is identical to a 16S rRNA sequence from a community 

member formerly cultured from the mat. This allows speculations about the presence 

of many more unknown community members, which will be demonstrated by retrieval 

of their 16S rRNA sequences, before all cultured community members have been 

found. This is the first molecular evidence to confirm the suspicions that only a 

minor fraction of naturally occurring microorganisms have been cultured from the

environment.
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3) Phylogenetic analysis of 16S rRNA sequences retrieved from the Octopus Spring 

cyanobacteria! mat revealed:

a) There are at least three different cyanobacteria in the mat. If the French Presuure 
cell lysis was equally efficient for all community members, my data would indicate 
that one cyanobacterium is dominant in the mat. If this is true, earlier observations, 
which seemed to indicate that S. Iividus is the dominating cyanobacterium, must be 
wrong. This would further strengthen the argument that direct microscopy has 
limitations as a tool for the identification of bacteria.

b) The 16S rRNA from a green nonsulfur bacterium has been recovered several 
times from the Octopus Spring mat. This organism is not identical with C 
aurantiacus or any of the members of the phylum of the green nonsulfur bacteria 
suggested to inhabit the mat. Provided that lysis bias is not responsible for a skewed 
rcDNA library, this uncultured green nonsulfur bacterium could be of equal or 
greater importance than the pure-cultured community member C  aurantiacus.

c) Other sequences only remotely related to members of representative eubacterial 
phyla have been retrieved. A decision, whether these sequences are contributed by 
organisms which are descendents of ancient ancestors of members of the ten 
proposed eubacterial phyla (e.g. for these sequences spirochetes or proteobacteria), 
or whether they constitute novel phytogenies, can currently not be made.

4) The phylogenetic relationship of "H. oregonensis" with the green nonsulfur 

bacteria, and in particular C  aurantiacus was confirmed. The 16S rcDNA sequence 

of the suggested community member "H. oregonensis" has not yet been recovered 

from the Octopus Spring cyanobacterial mat.
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APPENDIX

16S rcDNA Sequences of Selected Recombinants

16S rcDNA sequences of recombinants sequenced for this study or in previous 
studies (87, and Weller, Bateson, and Ward, unpuplished results) aligned to the E. 
coli 16S rRNA sequence. The universal mask applied in pairwise similarity and 
phylogenetic treeing analysis is also shown ("I" indicates that the nucleotide at that 
position was included in the analysis, as long as sequence data are available for all 
sequences compared). — alignment gap...., indicates that the 16S rRNA sequence 
continues, but was either not recovered in the recombinant, or could not be 
sequenced.
IUPAC abbreviations: M = (A or C), R = (A or G), W = (A or U), S = (C or G), 
Y = (C or U), K = (G or U), B = (C, G, or U), D = (A, G, or U), H = (A, C, or 
U), V = (A, C, or G), N = (A, C, G,or U). Lower case letters indicate that the 
presence of the nucleotide is ambiguous. The OS-VIL 8 sequence is the consensus 
sequence of OS-VI L 8, OS-VI L 10, and OS-VI L 28.

Sequenceidentity
E . coli position no.:

Univ.msk 
E . coli 
OSVI L4 
OSVI L8* 
OSVI L8 
OSV LI 6 
OSV L2

111 1 1AAAUUGAAGA 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
GUUUGAUCAU

. . .U
. . . e c u  
. . . e c u  
. . . e c u

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
GGCUCAGAUU GGCUCAGGAU 
GGCUCAGGAU 
GGCUCAGGAU 
GGCUCAGGAU 
...UCAGAAU

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
GAACGCUGGC
GAAYGCUGGC
GAAYGCUGGC
GAAYGCUGGC
GAAYGCUGGC
GAACGCUGGC

40

Univ.msk 11 1111111111 111
E . coli GGCAGGCCUA ACACAUGCAA GUCGAACGGU AACAGGAAGA
OSVI L4 GGCGUGCUUA ACACAUGCAA GUCGAACGGG AUCU-----OSVI L8* GGUAUGCUUA ACACAUGYAA GUCGCAYGGA CACUUCG--OSVI L8 GGUAUGCUUA ACACAUGYAA GUCGCAYGGA CACUUCG--OSV LI6 GGUCUGCUUA ACACAUGCAA GUCGAAYGGA GUGCU-----
IS0/F1.7 ...UCUA AUGCAUGCAA GUCGUACGCG CCCCC----
OSV L2 GGCGUGCCUA ACACAUGCAA GUCUAUCGCG AGGCCCGGuG

80
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Univ.msk B . Gdli OSVI L4 OSVI L8*
AGCUUGCUUC UUUGCUGACG-- UC---— ----GGAUCU---------------KGUGUU

--KGUGUU 
-GGCACUU 
-GGGGGUG

AACUGCCUGA
AUCUACCCAC
AUCUACCCUCAUCUACCCUC
AUCUGYCCUUACCUACCCCU
ACCUACCCAG
UAAUACCGCA 
UAAUACCCCA UAAUACCCCA UAAUACCCCA 
UAAUACCCGA 
UAAUCCCGCA 
UAAUACN GUA

V O V J L  Jj O

OSV LI 6 ■» mm mm mm mm mm mm mm
IS0/F1.7 — UUUC ---------------

OSV L2 C ------------------------AAC
Univ.msk 1 1

E. coli UGUCUGGG-A
OSVI L4 CACGUAGG-A
OSVI L8* CACGUAGG-AOSVI L8 CACGUAGG-A
OSV LI6 CGCGUGAG-A
IS0/F1.7 CACGUGGG-U
OSV L2 CGCGUGGGUA
E . Cdli AAACGGUAGC
OSVI L4 AAACGACUGCOSVI L8* AAACGGCUGCOSVI L8 AAACGGCUGC
OSV LI6 AAACGGCUGC
ISO/F1.7 AAAGGGGgCC
OSV L2 AAAGUGGGGG
E . Cdli -- AAGACCA
OSVI L4 ---------------AGCUGA
OSVI L8* -----------AAGCUGA
OSVI L8 -----------AAGCUGA
OSVI LlO
OSV LI 6 ' -----------GAGGUGA
IS0/F1.7 -----------CGGAGGA
OSV L2 CCGGAGAGGA
Univ.msk
E . Cdli CCAUCGGAUG
OSVI L4 CCUGUGGAUG
OSVI L8* CCUGAGGAUG
OSVI L 8 CCUGAGGAUG
OSVI LlO CCUGAGGAUG
OSVI L28
OSV L13OSV LI 6 CCUGAGGAUGIS0/F1.7 CACGGGGAGG
OSV L8
OSVI L U
OSV L2 CUCCUGGAUG
OSV L7 '  • •

UGCCCAGAUG 
AGCCUGNGUC 
AGCCUGCGUC 
AGCCUGCGUC 
AGCCUGCGUC 

...GUC 

...GUC AGCUNGCGUC 
NGGCCUGCGC ...GCGGC 

. .* GGC 
GGCCCN--GU 
.GCUUGCGGN

l i n nAGUGGCGGAC AGUGGY GNAC 
AGUGGYGGAC 
AGUGGYGGAC 
AGUGGCGGAC 
AGUGGCGCAC AGCGGY GAAC

UGGAGGGGGA
AGGAGGGGNA
AGGCGGGGGA
AGGCGGGGGAAGGACGGGGA
GUGUGGGGGA
GAGAGGGGGA
UAACGUCGC-UAGGGCGCG-
UACAGGCGG-UACAGGCGG-UGU-GCCGA-
UACGCUCUA-
CGCUCUCCGG
— — CCUUCG-----AGAA-
---- GCAA-
-----GCAA-
---- UUU--
--- CGCAA-
UCUUCUUCGG
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
GGAUUAGCUA 
UGAUUAGCUA 
GGAUUAGCUA 
GGAUUAGCUA 
GGAUUAGCUA 
GGAUUAUCUA 
UGAUUAGCUA 
UGAUUAGCUA GCAU CAGGU C 
CCAUCAGGUC 
C CAU CAGGU C 
CCAUUAGCUA 
CGAUUAGCUA

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1GGGUGAGUAAGGGUGAGUAAGGGUGAGUAA
GGGUGAGUAA
GGGUGAGUAA
GGCUGAGGAAGGGUGAGUAA

UAACUACUGG
CAACAGUUGG
UAACAGCUGG
UAACAGCUGGCAACAGCUGG
CAACGCACCG
UAGCCCCGCG

UGCACAAGCG
-GGCCUCUUG-----UUUCG
------UCCA
------UCCA

...UCCA
------AUGG-------GCG
GGNCCUGCCG
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
GUAGGUGGGG
GUUGGUGGGG
GUUGGUGGGG
GUUGGUGGGG
GUUGGUGGGG
GUUGGUGGGG
GUUGGUGGGGGUUNGUGGGGGUUGGUGUGG
GUUGGUGGGG
GUUGGUGGGG
GUUGGUGGGG
GUUGGUGGGG

120

159

188

220

260
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Univ.msk E . coli OSVI L4 OSVI L8* 
OSVI L8 
OSVI LlO OSVI L28 
OSV LI3 OSV LI6 
IS0/F1.7 OSV L8 
OSVI L U  
OSV L2 
OSV L7
Univ.msk 
E . coli 
OSVI L4 OSVI L8* OSVI L8 OSVI LlO 
OSVI L28 
OSV L13 
OSV LI 6 IS0/F1.7 
OSV L8 
OSVI L U  
OSV L2 
OSV L7
Univ.msk 
E . coli 
OSVI L4 OSVI L8* 
OSVI L8 
OSVI LlO 
OSVI L28 OSV LI3 
OSV LI6 IS0/F1.7 
OSV L8 OSVI L U  
OSV L2 
OSV L7

75

i i i i i i i m  i m i i i i i i  i i i i i i i i i i  i i i i i i i m
UAACGGCUCA CCUAGGCGAC GAUCCCUAGC UGGUCUGAGA 300 UAAUGGCCUA CCAAGGCGAN GAUCAGUAGC UGGUCUGAGA UAAUGGCCUA CCAAGGCNAC GAUCCGUAGC GGGUCUGAGA 
UAAUGGCCUA CCAAGGCNAC GAUCCGUAGC GGGUCUGAGA 
UAAUGGCCUA YCAAGGCGAC GAUCCGUAGY GGGUCUGAGA 
UAAUGGCCUA YCAAGGCNAN GAUCCGUAGN GNGUCUGAGA UAAUGGCCUA YCAAGGCNAC GAUCAGUAGC UGGUCUGAGA UAAGGGCCUA CCAAGGCNAC GAUCAGUAGC UGGUCUGAGA UAACGGCGCA CCAAGCCGAU GACGGGUCCC UGGUCUGAGA UAAGGGCCUA CCAAGCCGAU GACGGGUAGC UGGUCUGGGA UAAGGGCCUA CCAAGCCGAU GACGGGUAGC UGGUCUGGGA 
UAACGGCCUA CCAAGGCGAC GAUCGGUAGC CGGCCUGAGA 
UAAUAGCUUA CCAAGGCGAC GAUCGGUAGC CGGCCUGAGA
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
GGAUGACCAG CCACACUGGA ACUGAGACAC GGUCCAGACU 340 GGACGAUCAG CCACACUGGG ACUGAGACAC GGCCCAGACU 
GGAUGGCCCG CCACACUGGG ACUGAGACAC GGCCCAGACU GGAUGGCCCG CCACACUGGG ACUGAGACAC GGCCCAGACU GGAUGGCCCG CCACACUGGG ACUGAGACAC GGCCCAGACU 
GGAUGGCCYG CCACACUGGG ACUGAGACAC GGCCCAGACU 
GGACGAUCAG CCACACUGGG ACUGAGACAC GGCCCAGACU 
GGAUGAUCAG CCACACUGGG ACUGAGACAC GGCCCAGACU 
GGACGACCAG GCAGACUGGG ACUGAGACAC GGCCCAGACU GGAUGACCAG CNAGACUGGG ACUGAGACAC GGCCCAGACU 
GGAUGACCNG CCAGACUGGG ACUGAGACAC GGCCCAGACU GGGUGACCGG CCACAUUGGG ACUGAGACAC GGCCCAGACU 
GGGUGGUCGG CCACACUGGG ACUGGGACAC GGCCOAGACU
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
CCUACGGGAG GCAGCAGUGG GGAAUAUUGC ACAAUGGGCG 380 
CCUACGGGAG GCAGCAGUGG GGAAUAUUGG ACAAUGGGCG 
CCUACGGGAG GCAGCAGUGG GGAAUUUUCC GCAAUGGGCG 
CCUACGGGAG GCAGCAGUGG GGAAUUUUCC GCAAUGGGCG 
CCUACGGGAG GCAGCAGUGG GGAAUUUUCC GCAAUGGGCG 
CCUACGGGAG GCAGCAGUGG GGAAUUUUCC GCAAUGGGCG CCUACGGGAG GCAGCAGUGG GGAAUUUUCC GCAAUGGGCG 
CCUACGGGAG GCAGCAGUGG GGAAUUUUCC GCAAUGGGCG CCUACGGGAG GCAGCAGCAA GGAAUUUUCC GCAAUGGGCG 
CCUACGGGAG GCAGCAGCAA GGAAUUUUCG GCNAUGGGCG 
CCUACGGGAG GCAGCAGCAA GGAAUUUUCG GCAAUGGGCG 
CCUACGGGAG GCAGCAGUGG GGAAUAUUGG GCAAUGGGCG 
CCUACGGGAG GCAGCAGUUA AGAAUCUUGC GCAAUGGGCG
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Univ.msk 
E . coli 
OSVI L4 
OSVI L8* 
OSVI L8 OSVI LlO OSVI L28 OSV LI3 OSV LI 6 ISO/FI.7 
OSV L8 
OSVI L U  OSV L2 
OSV L7
E . coli 
.OSVI L4 
OSVI L8* OSVI L8 OSVI LlO 
OSVI L28 
OSV LI3 
OSV LI 6 IS0/F1.7 
OSV L8 OSVI L U  
OSV L2 
OSV L7
Univ.msk 
E . coli 
OSVI L4 
OSVI L8* 
OSVI L8 
OSVI L28 
OSV LI3 
OSV LI6 IS0/F1.7 
OSV L2 OSV L7
Univ.msk 
E . coli OSVI L4 
OSVI L8* 
OSVI L8 
OSVI L28 
OSV LI 3 
OSV LI6 IS0/F1.7 
OSV L2

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  111 
CAAGCCUGAU GCAGCCAUGC 
AAAGCCUGAU CCAGCCACGC 
CAAGCCUGAC GGAGCAAUAC 
CAAGCCUGAC GGAGCAAUAC 
CAAGCCUGAC GGAGCAAUAC CAAGCCUGAC GGAGCAAUAC AAAGCCUGAC GGAGCAACGC 
CAAGCCUGAC GGAGCAAGAC CAAGCCUGAC GGAGCAACGC 
CAAGCCUGAC CGAGCAACGC CAAGCCUGAC CGAGCAACGC 
AAAGCCUGAC CCAGCGACGC 
GAAGCCUGAC GCAGCGACGC
U-CGGGUUGU AAAGUACUUU 
UAAUGGUUGU AAACGGCUUU 
U-UGGGUUGU AAACCUCUUU U-UGGGUUGU AAACCUCUUU U-UGGGUUGU AAACCUCUUU 
U-UGGGUUGU AAACCUCUUU 
U-UGGGUUGU AAACCUCUUU 
A-UUGGUUGU AAACCGCUUU 
U-CGGAUUGU AAACGGCUUU U-CGGGUUGU AAACCGCUUU U-CGGGUUGU AAACCGCUUU 
U-CGGGUUGU AAACCUCUGU U-CGGGUUGU AAAGGGCACU

AAGUUAAUAC CUUUGCUCAU 
GUUAC------ CUCCCUU- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -c
-----------    C
------------------------- -------------r . ----------C
--------------------- -UUU
--------------------- -AC
CGGUGAACAG CCGGYGYGUC ----------i -------AAG
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  GCACCGGCUA ACUCCGUGCC 
GNNCCGGCUA ACUACGUGCC GCCUCGGCUA ACUCCGUGCC 
GCCUCGGCUA ACUCCGUGCC 
GC... ^GCAUCGGCUA ACUUCGUGCC 
GCAUCGGCUA ACUCCGUGCC 
GCCCCGGCUA ACUCCGUGCC 
GCCCCGGCUA ACUCCGUGCC

CGCGUGUAUG AAGAAGGCCU 
CGCGUGCCGG AAGAAGGCCU 
CGCGUGAGGG AGGAAGGCCC 
CGCGUGAGGG AGGAAGGCCC CGCGUGAGGG AGGAAGGCCC CGCGUGAGGG AGGAAGGCCC CGCGUGAGGG AGGAAGGCCC 
CGCGNGCGGG AGGACGGCCU CGCGUGCCGG AUGACGGUCU CGCGUGCGGG AUGACGGNCU CGCGUGCGGG AUGACGGCCU CGCGUGAGGG AUGAAGGCcU 
CGCGUGCCUG AGGAAGGCcU
CAGCGGGGAG GAAGGGAGUA 
UCUCAGGGAG NAAGGGGNAG
UCUGGGGGAC GAAAG----UCUGGGGGAC GAAAG----
UCUGGGG...UCUGGGGGAC GAAAG----
UCUCAGGGAA GAA-------
UGAUAGGGAA GAAGC----
UGCCUAGGAA GAAAC--- -
UCGGGGG...UCGGGGG...CAGGGGGNAC GAACGCGUCC 
AGACAGGGAC GAAGG----

I
UGACGUUACC CGCAGAAGAA 
UGAUCGUACC UGGGUAAUAA 
UGACGGUACC CCAGGAAUAA 
UGACGGUAC C CCAGGAAUAA 
UGACGGUACC CCAGGWWWAA 
UGACGGUACC UGAGGAAUAA 
UGACGGUACC UAUCGAAUCA 
AGACGGUACU AGGCGAAUCA 
UGACGGUACC UCCAAAGGAA 
UGACGGUACC UGUUG...
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
AGCAGCCGCG GUAAUACGGA AGCAGCCGCG GUAAGACGUA 
AGCAGCCGCG GUAAGACGGA 
AGCAGCCGCG GUAAGACGGA 

. .  . UAAGACGGA
AGCAGCCGCG GUCCGACGAA 
AGCAGCCGCG GUAAUACGGA 
AGCAGCCGCG GUGAUACGGA 
AGCAGCCGCG GUAAUACGGA

4 2 0

459

499

5 39
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Univ.msk E . coli OSVI L4 
OSVI L8* OSVI L8 
OSVI L28 OSV L13 
OSV LI6 IS0/F1.7 
OSV L2 OSV L7
Univ.msk 
E . coli OSVI L4 
OSVI L8* 
OSVI L8 OSVI LlO 
OSVI L28 
OSV L13 OSV LI6 
ISO/FI .7 OSV L2 
OSV L7
Univ.msk 
E . coli 
OSVI L4 
OSVI L8* OSVI L8 
OSVI LlO 
OSVI L28 
OSV LI3 
OSV LI6 
IS0/F1.7 
OSV L8 OSV L2 
OSV L7

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
GGGUGCAAGC GUUAAUCGGA 
GGGNnYAAGC GUUACCCGGA GGAGGCAAGC GUUAUCCGGA 
GGAGGCAAGC GUUAUCCGGA GGAGGCAAGC GUUAUCCGGA GGAUGCAAGC GUUAUCCGGA 
GGAUGCAAGC GUUAUCCGGA GGGGGCAAGC GUUGUCCGGA 
GGGGGNGAGC GUUAUUCGGA 

.. .UUGCUCGGA
I
CGCAGGCGGU UUGUUAAGUC 
CGUAGGCGGC CCUAUGCGUC 
CGUAGGCGGC UGGUCAAGUC 
CGUAGGCGGC UGGUCAAGUC
CGUAGGCGGC UGGUCAAGUC 
CGUAGGCGGC UUGUCAAGUC CGUAGGUGGU UGUUCAAGUC 
CGUAGGCGGU UGCAUGCGUC YGCAGGUGGC UGGGUAAGUG CGUAGGCGGG UAUGUAAGUC

CAACCUGGGA ACUGCAUCUG 
CAACGUGGGG AAGGCUUGGG 
CAACUGUGGS AAGGCCCUGG 
CAACUGUGGG AAGGCCCUGG CAACUGUGGS AAGGCCCUGG 
CAACUGUGGG AAGGCCCUGG 
UAACUGCGGA UCGGCCUUGG 
UAACCGCAUA CCAGCAGUGG 
CAACUUGGUG AGGYGUGGUG 

...GGGG AGGCCAUGGC CAACCGAGGA ACUGCCUGCC 
UAACUGCGGU GCUGCGACGG

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
AUUACUGGGC GUAAAGCGCA GUUACUGGGC UUAAAGGGUC AUUAUUGGGC GUAAAGGGUA AUUAUUGGGC GUAAAGGGUA AUUAUUGGGN GUAAAGGGUA AUUAUUGGGC GUAAAGAGUA 
AUUAUUGGGC GUAAAGCGUC GUUACUGGGC GUAAAGCGUG AUUACUGGGC GUAAAGYGYG 
AUCACUGGGC GUAAAGGGUG

AGAUGUGAAA UCCCCGGGCU 
CCGGGUCAAA GACCCGCGCU 
UGGGGUYAAA GGCCACAGCU 
UGGGGUYAAA GGCCACAGCU
UGGGGUYAAA GGCCACAGCU 
CCGGGUUAAA UCCCGCAGCU UGCUGUUAAA GCGUGCGGCU ACCACUGAAA GCUCCAAGCU GCAGGUGAAA UCCCUUGGCU 
UGUUGUGAAA UACCGCAGCU

11111AUACUGGCAA GCUUGAGUCU 
ACACGAUAGG GCUAGAGACA 
AAACUGACCG GCUAGAGUGA 
AAACUGACCG GCUAGAGUGA AAACUGNCCN NCUAGAGUGA 
AAACUGACCG GCUAGAGUGA 
AAACUGGCUU GCUGGAGUGU 
AAACUGGGCG ACUAGAGUGC AUACGAUGCA GCUGGAGGCA 
AAACUGGGUC GCUCGAGCUG 
AAACUGCUCU GCUUGAGGCC 
AAACUGCAUA UCUGGAGUCC

5 7 9

619

659
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Univ.msk 
E . coli OSVI L4 OSVI L8* OSVI L 8 
OSVI LlO 
OSVI L28 
OSV LI3 
OSV LI 6 IS0/F1.7 
OSV L8 
OSI-23 
OSV L2 
OSV L7
Univ.msk 
E . coli OSVI L4 OSVI L8* 
OSVI L8 
OSVI LlO 
OSV LI 3 OSV LI 6 IS0/F1.7 
OSV L8 
OSVI L U  
OSI-23 OSV L2 
OSV L7
Univ.msk 
E . coli 
OSVI L4 
OSVI L8* 
OSVI L8 
OSVI LlO 
OSV L13 OSV LI 6 IS0/F1.7 
OSV L8 OSVI L U  OSI-23 
OSV L2 
OSV L7

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
CGUAGAGGGGGUCCGGGGCUGGUAGGGGUU
GGUAGGGG..
GGUAGGGGUU
GGUAGGGG..
GGUAGGGGUAGGUAGGGGUCGCCAGAGGAA
YGGAGAGGCC
GGGAGGGGGU
CGGAGAGGCA
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
GUAGAGAUCU
GUAGAUAUCG
GUAGAGAUCG
GUAGAGAUCGGUAGAGAUCAGUAGAUAUUG
GUAGAGAUCC
GUAGAGAUCG
..AGAUACCA 
GUAGAUACCA 
GCAGAUAUCG
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
UGGACGAAGA 
UAGGGCU GUU 
UGGGCCUCAA 
.GGGCCUCAA 
UGGGCCUCAA 
UGGACCAUGA 
UGGACCUGCA 
UGGGGCUGAC UGGCCG-CAS UGGCCG-CAC UGGACCGKKU 
UGGACCGGUU UGGACGGAGA

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
GGUAGAAUUCACUGGAAUUCGCGGGAAUUC
GCGGGAAUUC
GCGGGAAUUCAGGGGAAUUC
AGCGGAAUUCCCUCGAAUUG
AACGGAAUUC
GACGGAAUUC
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
GGAGGAAUAC
GGAGGAACAC
GGAAGAACAC
GGAAGAACAC G GAAGAACAC GGAAGAACAC 
GGAGGAACGC 
GCAGGAAGAC
GGAGGAACACGGAGGAACAC
GGAGGAACAC
11
CUGACGCUCA 
CUGACGCUGA 
CUGACGCUGA 
CUGACGNUGA 
CUGACGCUGA 
CUGACGCUGA 
CUGACACUGA 
CUGACGCUGA SUGACGCUGA GUGACNCUNN CUGACACUCA 
AU GACACU CA CUGACGCUGA

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
CAGGUGUAGC GGUGAAAUGC CCGGUGUAGC GGUGAAAUGC CCGGUGUAGC GGUGAAAUGC
CCGGUGUAGC GGUGAAAUGC
CUGGUGUAGC GGUGAAAUGC 
CCAGUGUAGC GGUGAAAUGC CGGGUGUAGU GGUGAAAUGC CCGGUGUAGC GGUGAAAUGC
CUGGUGUAGC GGUGAAAUGC 
CCGGUGUAGC GGUGAAAUGC
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  CGGUGGCGAA GGCGGCCCCC 
CGUUCGCGAA GGCGGGUGGC 
CUGAGGCGGA AGCGNGCAAC
CUGAGGCGGA AGCGCGCAAC CUGUGGCGAA AGCGCGCUAC 
CGGUGGCGAA AGCGCCUGAC CAGUGGUGCA GACGGCUUUC CAAGGGGGAA GCCAGGGGGC 

AA GCCAGGNNNC CGQUGGCGAA GGCGGCUUCC CGGUQGCGAA GGCGGCUUCC 
CGAUGGCGAA GGCAGUCUGC

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
GGUGCGAAAG
GGGACGAAAG
GGUACGAAAG
GGUACGAAAG
GGUACGAAAG
GGUACGAAAG
GGGACGAAAG
GGCACGAAAGGGCGCGACAGGGCRCGACNn
UGCGCGAAAG
UGCGCGAAAG
GGCACGAAAG

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
CGUGGGGAGC
CNNNGGGAGC
CUAGGGGAGC
CUAGGGGAGC
CUAGGGGAGC
CUAGGGGAGC
CUAGGGGAGC
CGUGGGGAGCCGUGGGGAGCnNUNGGGAGC
CGUGGGGAGC
CGUGGGGAGC
CGUGGGGAGC

699

739

779

Ef

J
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Univ.msk E . coli OSVI L4 
OSVI L8* OSVI L 8 
OSVI IilO 
OSV £13 OSV LI6 
IS0/F1.7 
OSV L 8 OSVI L U  
OSI-23 
OSV L2 
OSV £7

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
AAACAGGAUUAAACAGGAUUGAAUGGGAUUGAAUGGGAUU
GAAUGGGAUU
AAAAGGGAUU
GAAAGGGAUU
AAACCGGAUUAAACCGGAUU
AAACCGGAUUAAACAGGAUU
AAACAGGAUU
AAACAGGAUU

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
AGAUACCCUG
AGAUACCCUGAGAUACCCCA
AGAUACCCCA
AGAUACCCCA
AGAUACCCCUAGAUACCCCU
AGAUACCCGG
AGAUACCCGGAGAUACCCNN
AGAUACCCUG
AGAUACCCUG
AGAUACCCUG

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
GUAGUCCACG GUAGU C CACN GUAGUCCUAG 
GUAGUCCUAG 
GUAGUCCUAG 
GUAGUCCUAG GUAGUCCUAG GUAGU CCAC G 
GUAGUCCACG NUAGUCCACN 
GUAGUCCACG 
GUAGUCCACG 
GUAGUCCACG

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
CCGUAAACGACCCUAAACGACCGUAAACGACCGUAAACGA
CCGUAAACGA
CCGUAAACGACCGUAAACGA
CGGUAAACGACCGUAAACGACCGUAAACNA
CCCUAAACGA
CCCUAAACGA
CCCUAAACGU

Uniy.msk 
E . coli OSVI L4 
OSVI L8* OSVI L 8 OSVI LlO 
OSV LI3 
OSV LI 6 IS0/F1.7 
OSV L 8 
OSVI L U  
OSI-23 OSV L% 
OSV L7

1 1 1 1 1 1
UGUCGACUUGUNCGCACUCN
UGGACACUAGUGGACACUAGU GGAC ACUAG
UGGACACUAGU GGAC ACUAG
UGUUCGCUCG
UGACCACUCGUNACCACUCN
UGGGCACUAG
UGGGCACUAGUGUCGACUAG

G A G G U U -G U G  
C U N N A G -G G - 
A C G U U G -G C C  
A C G U U G -G C C  
A C G U U G -G C C  
A U G U U G -C C C  
G U G U U G -C C C  
GUGUGCGGCA 
G C G U G U -G G C  
N C N U G U rN G C  
G C G U C G -C G G  
G C G U C G -C G G  
G C G U U G -G U A

CC-- CUUGA
---GCGUAAC G— UAUCGAC 
G— UAUCGAC G— UAUCGAC 
G— UAUAGAC G— UAUCGACCG-- GUGCA
GACUAUUGAC GACUAUUGAC G— UGUCGAC G— UGUCGAC 
GGU--GAGA-

--- GGCGUGG------UUC
C--- CGGUCC--- CGGUCC--- CGGUC
C--- CGGGC
C--- CGGGC
ACGCGUGCGG
-- GUCGCGG-- NUNNCNNC--- CCUGCC--- CCUGC
-- GCCUAUC

8 1 9

851

Univ.msk 
E . coli OSVI L4 
OSVI L8* 
OSVI L8 
OSVI LlO 
OSV LI3 
0SV: LI 6 
IS0/F1.7 
OSV L8 
OSVI L U  
OSI-23 
OSV L2 
OSV L 7

GCUUCCGGAG CUAACGCGUU 
UCUGGCUUAG GGAAACCGUU 
AGUGUCGGAC GUAACGCGUU 
AGUGUCGGAC GUAACGCGUU 
AGUGUCGGAC GUAACGCGUU 
AGUGUCGUAC GUAACGCGUU 
AGUGCCGUAG CCAACGCGUU 
CGUGCCCAAG GUUACCCGUU 
NGNGCCCUAG CUCACGCGAU 
NnNNCNCUAG CUCACNCGAU GGUGCCGUAS sUAACGCGUU 
NGUGCCGUAG CUAACGCGUU 
GGUGCCGAAG CAAACGCGAU

1111 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
AAGUCGACCG CCUGGGGAGU 
AAGUNCNCCG CCUGGGAACU 
AAGUGUCCCG CCUGGGGAGU 
AAGUGUCCCG CCUGGGGAGU 
AAGUGUCCCG CCUGGGGNGU 
AAGUGUCCCG CCUGGGGAGU 
AAGUGUCCCG CCUGGGGAGU 
AAGCGAACCG CCUGGGGACU 
AAGUGGUCCG CCUGGGAACU 
AAGU. . .
AAGUGCCC-g CCUGGGGAGU 
AAGUGCCCCG CCUGGGGAGU 
AAGUCGACCG CCUGGGGACU

891
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Univ.msk 
E . coli 
OSVI L4 OSVI L8* 
OSVI L8 OSVI LlO 
OSV LI3 
OSV LI 6 IS0/F1.7 OSV L 8 
OSI-23 
OSV L2 OSV L7

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
ACGGCCGCAA GGUUAAAACU ACNCCCGCAA GG-UGAAACU 
ACGCACGCAA GUGUGAAACU 
ACGCACGCAA GUGUGAAACU ACGCA...
AUGCACGCAA GUGUGAAACU 
AUGCUCGCAA GAGUGAAACU 
ACGAGCGCAA GCUUAAAACU ACGAGCNCAA SSUUAAAACU 
ACGGUCGCAA GGCUGAAACU 
ACGGUCGCAA GGCUGAAACU ACGCUCGCAA GAGUGAAACU

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
CAAAUGAAUU GACGGGGGCC CAAA. . .
CAAAGGA...
CAAAGGA...
CAAAGGAAUU ... 
CAAAGGAAUU GANNNNNNCC 
CAAAGGAAUU GACGGGGGCC CAAAGGAAUU GACGGGGGCC 
CAAAGGAAUU GACGGGGGC- 
CAAAGGAAUU GACNGGGGCC CAAAGGAAUU GACNNGGGCC

931

Univ.msk 
E . coli OSV L13 
OSV LI 6 
IS0/F1.7 
OSV L 8 
OSI-23 OSV L2 
OSV L7

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
CGCACAAGCG GUGGAGCAUG 

... G NUGGAGUAUG 
CGCACAAGCG NUGGAGUAUG 
CGCACAAGCA GCGGAGCGUG 
CGCACAAGCA GCGGAGNNUG 
CGCACAAGCG GUGGAGCAUG CGCACAAGC- GUGGAGCAUG 
CGCACAAGC- GUGGAGCAUG

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
UGGUUUAAUU CGAUGCAACG 
UGGUUUAAUU CGAUGCAACG 
UGGUUUAAUU CGAUGCAACG 
UGGUUUAAUU CGACA... 
UGGUUUAAUU CGACACAACC 
UGGUUUAAUU CGAUGCAACG UGGUUUAAUU CGAUGCAACG 
UGGUUUAAUU CGAUGAUACG

971

Univ.msk E . coli OSV L13 
OSV LI6 
OStype C OSV L8 
OSI-23 
OSV L2 
OSV L7

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
CGAAGAACCUCGAAGAACCUCGAAGAACCU
CGCAGAACCU
CGAAGAACCU
CGAAGAACCU
CGAAGAACCU

111111111 .
UACCUGGUCU
UACCAGGGCUUACCAGGGCU
...CCAGACUUACCCAGACU
UACCUGGGUU
UACCUGGGUU
UACCCGGGCU

UGACAUCCAC
UGACAUGUCGUGACAUGUCCGGACAUGACG
GGACAUGACG
UGAACUGCUG
UGAACUGCUG
UGACAUGCAC

GGAA--GUUU CGAA— UCCU AGAA— CCCU 
G-UGCAGACG 
G-UGCAGACG 
GGGACC-GUU 
GGGACC-GUU 
ACGAA-UGGG

1009

Univ.msk
E . COli UCAGAGAUGA 
OSV LI3 GGGGAAACCU OSV LI6 CCUGAAAGGG 
OStype C GCGGAAACGU 
OSV L8 GCGGAAACGU 
OSI-23 CUGGAGACAG 
OSV L2 CUGGAGACAG 
OSV L7 GUGGAGACAC

GAAUGUG--C CUUCGGGAA- 
GGGAGUG— C CGCAAGGAG- 
AGGGGUG— C CUUCGGGAA-
CGUCGC-- C UGCGAGG-GU
CGUCGC-- C UGCGAGG-GUAAU-CUUcCC UUCGGGG-AC 
AAU-CUUCCC UUCGGGG-AC 
CUCA-GC-- -CGUA----AC

I
CCGUGAGACA 1046 
CGCGAACACA 
CUGGAGUACA 
-CCGU-CACA 
-CCGU-CACA 
UCCAG-CAGA 
UCCAG-CAGA 
GUGUG-CACA
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Univ.msk B . coli OSV L13 OSV LI6 
OStype C 
OSV L8 
OSI-23 OSV L2 
OSV L7
Univ.msk 
E . coli 
OSV LI3 
OSV LI6 
OStype C 
OSV L8 
OSI-23 
OSV L2 
OSV L7
Univ.msk 
E . coli OSV LI3 OSV LI6 
OStype C OSV L8 
OSV L2 
OSV L7
Univ.msk 
E . coli 
OSV LI3 
OSV LI6 
OStype C 
OSV L 8 
OSV L2 
OSV L7
Univ.msk 
E.. coli OSV LI3 
OSV LI6 
OStype C OSV L8 OSV L2 
OSV L7

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  GGUGCUGCAU GGCUGUCGUC GGUGGUGCAU GGCUGUCGUC GGUGGUGCAU GGCUGUCGUC 
GGUGCUGCAU GGCUGUCGUC 
GGUGCUGCAU GGCUGUCGUC 
GGUGCUGCAU GGCUGUCGUC 
GGUGCUGCAU GGCUGUCGUC GGUGCUGCAU GGUUGUCGUC
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
GGGUUAAGUC CCGCAACGAG 
GGGUUAAGUC CCGCAACGAG 
GGGUUAAGUC CCGCAACGAG 
GGGUUAAGUC CCGCAACGAG 
GGGUUAAGUC CCGCAACGAG 
GGGUUAAGUC CCGCAACGAG GGGUUAAGUC CCGCAACGAG 
GGGUUAAGUC CCGCAACGAG

GCCAGCGG-U C-CGGCCGGG GCCAUCA— U UCAGU-UGGG 
GCCAUCA— U UCAGU-UGGG--------UA CCCGU--- -
--------UA CCCGU----
GCCARCRGGU A-AUGCCGGG 
GCCAGCAGGU N-GANCUGGG
111 111111 1111111111 
UGAUAAACUG GAGGAAGGUG 
UGACAAACCG UGAGAANGUG 
UGACAAACNG GANNAAGGUN
U----- CNNN NNNNNNGGCGU----- NAGG GAGGAAGGCN
UGACAAACCG GAGGAANNNN CGACAAGUMN NANNNNNNNN
1111111111 1111111111 UGGCCCUUAC GACCAGGGCU 
UGCCCCUUAC GUCCUGGGCU 
UGCCCCUUAC GUCCUGGGCU 
UGGCCCUUAC GUCUGGGGCG UGCCCCUUAC GUCUGGGGCG UGGCCUUUAU GUCCAGGGCU UGGCCCUUAU GUCCGGGNCU

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
AGCUCGUGUU GUGAAAUGUU 
AGCUCGUGUC GUGAGAUGUU AGCUCGUGUC GUGAGAUGUU 
AGCUCGUGUC GUGAGAUGUU 
AGCUCGUGUC GUGAGAUGUU 
AGCUCGUGCC GUGAGGUGUU AGCUCGUGCC GUGAGgUGUU AGCUCGUGUU GUGAGAUGUU
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
CGCAACCCUU AUCCUUUGUU 
CGCAACCCUC GUCCUUAGUU 
CGCAACCCUC GUUUUUAGUU 
CGCAACCCCU GCGGUUAGU- 
CGCAACCCCU GCGGUUAGU-
CRCAACCCUU NCCCCUAGUU 
CGCAACCCUU ACUGUGUGUU

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
AACUCAAAGG AGACUGCCAG CACUCUAGGG AGACUGCCGG CACUCUAGAG AGACUGCCGG 
— GUCUAACC GGACUGCCCU 
— GUCUAACC GGACUGCCCU 
GACUCUAGGG GGACUGCCGG 
CACUCACACG GAACUGCCGR
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
GGGAUGACGU CAAGUCAUCA 
AGGAUGACGU CAAGUCAGCA 
GGGAUGACGU CAAGUCAGCA 
GGGAUGACGU CAAGUCCNCA 
GGGAUGACGU CAAGUCCGCA 
GGGAUGACGU CAAGUCAUCA GGGAUGACGU CAAAUCAUCA
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
ACACACGUGC UACAAUGGCG ACACACGUAC UACAAUGGCG 
ACACACGUAC UACAAUGCUG ACACACACGC UACAAUGGCG 
ACACACACGC UACAAUGGCG ACACACGUGC UACAAUGGUC 
ACACACGUGC UACAAUGGCC

1 0 8 6

1126

1164

1204

1 2 4 4
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Univ.msk 
E . coli OSV L13 
OSV LI 6 OStype C OSV L8 OSV L2 OSV L7
Univ.msk 
E . coli 
OSV L13 
OSV LI 6 
OStype C OSV L8 
OSV L2
Univ.msk 
E . coli OSV L13 OSV LI 6 OStype C OSV L8 OSV L2
Univ.msk 
E . coli OSV L13 
OSV LI 6 
OStype C 
OSV L8 
OSV L2
Univ.msk 
E . coli
E . coli
Univ.msk 
E . coli
Univ.msk 
E . coli

111111
CAUACAAAGA GAAGCGACCU
UGGACAGAGG GAU---------------
CGGACAAAGG GUUGCAAGCU 
CCGACAAUGC GUSGCUCCCG 
CCGACAAUGC GUCGCUCCCG 
GGUACAAAGG GCUGCAAACC 
GGUACAGANN GAGGCKAACC

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
AUAAAGUGCG UCGUAGUCCG 
-UAAACUACG UCUCAGUUCA 
AUAAACCGUG GCUCAGUUCA 
CiAAACGGNG CCCCAGUGCA 
C-AAACGNNC CCCCAGUGNA 
AAAAAGCCNN CCUCAGUUCG

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
CUCCAUGAAG UCGGAAUCGC 
CUACGUGAAG GCGGAAUCCG 
CUGCAUGAAG GAGGAAUCGC 
CCCCGUGAAG GCGGAGUUGC 
CCCCGUGAAG GCGGAGUUGC 
CUGCAUGAAG GUGGAAUCGC

1111111111 111.1111111 
UGCCACGGUG AAUACGUUCC 
UACUGCGGUG AAUACGUUCC 
UACUGCNGUG AAUACNUUCC 
UGGCGCGGUG AAUACGUACC 
UGGCGCGGUG AAUACGUACC 
CGACNCGGUG AAUACGUUCC

1 1 1 1 1 1
CGUCACACCA UGGGAGUGGG

UUAACCUUCG GGAGGGCGCU

111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
CUGGGGUGAA GUCGUAACAA

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  I  
CGGUUGGAUC ACCUCCUUA

CGCGAGAGCA AGCGGACCUC
---------------------- ----------- AAUNCC
CGCGAGACGA AGCUAAUCCC 
CGCAAGCGGA UGCCAAUCNC 
CGCAAnnnnN UGCUAAUCGC 
CGCGANGGG- AGCUAAUCCC 
UGC. . .

1111111111 1111111111 
GAUUGGAGUC UGCAACUCGA 
GAUCGUAGGC UGCAACUCGC 
GAUUGCAGGC UGCAACUCGC 
GAUCGGGGGC UGCAACUCGC 
GAUCGGGGGC UGCAACUCGC 
GAUUGCAGUC UGCAACUCGA

1111111111 11111111 I 
UAGUAAUCGU GGAUCAGA-A 
UAGUAAUCGC AGGUCAGC-A  
UAGUAAUCGC AGGUCAGC-A  
UAGUAACCGC GUAUCAGCCA 
UAGUAACCGC GUAUCAGCCA 
UAGUAAUCGC GUAUCAGA-A

1111111111 1111111111. 
CGGGCCUUGU ACACACCGCC 
CNNNNCUUG. . .
CNNNCCUUG. . .
CGGGCCUUG. . .
CGGGCCUUG. . .
CNNNCCUUG. . .

UUGCAAAAGA AGUAGGUAGC

UACCACUUUG UGAUUCAUGA

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
GGUAACCGUA GGGGAACCUG

1 5 4 2

1324

1363

1403

1443
1483

1 2 8 4

1 5 2 3
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